





TOWN CLERK: JOAN READ - 446-2203
Hours: Tuesday & Thursday 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM
& 4:00 to 6:00 PM or by appointment
TAX COLLECTOR: CHARLOTTE H. PRATT - 847-3029
Hours: Thursday 1 :00 to 3:00 PM or by appointment
TOWN OFFICE: 446-3326 FAX 446-7770
Monday 7 PM to Close of Business - SELECTMEN'S MEETING
Wednesday 10:30 AM to 2:30 PM Secretary available
STODDARD RECYCLING & TRANSFER STATION
Hours: Saturday & Sunday, 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
June through Labor Day - Wednesday 1 :00 to 4:00 PM
POLICE: MUTUAL AID - 352-1 1 00 - 91
1
FIRE & RESCUE: MUTUAL AID - 352-1100 - 91 1
FIRE WARDEN: BURNING PERMITS
Joseph Sarcione, Warden -446-7144
Lewis Clark, Deputy Warden - 446-3480
Patricia Lamothe, Deputy Warden - 446-7430
ANIMAL CONTROL:
Joan Zelasny - 446-7502 or 446-3302
LIBRARY HOURS:
Thursday - 7:00 to 9:00 PM & Saturday - 9:30AM to 10:30AM
STODDARD CONSERVATION COMMISSION
First Monday - every other month.
STODDARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Meet third Monday of April, June, August & October - 7:30 PM at the
Town Hall, will be posted.
STODDARD PLANNING BOARD
Meet first Tuesday of month at the Town Hall - 7:00 PM
Anyone wishing a hearing by the Planning Board should contact:
Pat Putnam 446-7104
STODDARD SCHOOL BOARD
Meet second Tuesday of the month at 4:00 PM at the
James M. Faulkner Elementary School.
Anyone who wishes to appear before the Board should, if possible, contact the
Chairman a week prior so that your name may tie placed on the Agenda.
BOARD MEMBERS:
Mary Eaton - 446-3442
Brenda Howard - 446-7446
Marlene Lotta - 446-7857
STODDARD CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Opens last Sunday of June through August - Services begin 1 0:00 AM
STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Hearings when needed - to be posted






FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1996
Front Cover: The gazebo with the church in the background. Photo by Kim Rumrill
Jane Priscilla Abert
1926 - 1996
The 1 996 Stoddard town Report is dedicated to Jane Priscilla
Abert. Jane's family summered in Stoddard for many years,
before moving to town from New York City in the 1960's.
She was a member of the Stoddard Planning Board, long time
chairman of the Stoddard Conservation Commission, and did
the lake water quality testing. She was a member and
supporter of the Harris Center for Conservation Education, and
the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests
She taught Sunday school at the Chapel-by-the-Lake in
Munsonville and had been a Cub Scout and 4-H leader in
Munsonville and Stoddard. She was artistic and for many years
did the stage settings for the Stoddard school plays.
Jane will always be fondly remember for her late arrival at
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Term expires 1 998
Term expires 1 999
Term expires 1 998
Term expires 1 997
Term expires 1 998
Term expires 1 997
Term expires 1 997
Suzanne Wellwood











TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Term expires 1 999
Term expires 1 998
Term expires 1 997
TRUSTEE OF PUBLIC LIBRARY
Term expires 1 999
Term expires 1 998
Term expires 1 997
CONSTABLE
SPECIAL POLICE
Term expires 1 997
BOARD OF FIRE WARD
Term expires 1 997
Term expires 1 997










Chairperson Term expires 1 999
Term expires 1 999
Term expires 1 998
Term expires 1 998
Term expires 1 997
Term expires 1 997
Term expires 1997
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECK LIST
Priscilla Holland Term expires 2002
Barbara Jones Term expires 2000
Kathleen Pignataro (Resigned) Term expires 1 998
Suzanne Taylor (Appointed) Term expires 1 997
CEMETERY COMMISSION
Susan Warner Term expires 1 999
Frances Rumrill Term expires 1998
Beverly Power Term expires 1997
SEXTON
Gordon Garnett Term expires 1 997
AUDITORS
Virginia GrandPre' Ternn expires 1 997
Louis GrandPre' Term expires 1 997
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
(by Appointment)
Beverly Power, Chairperson
Eric Kiehn, Vice Chairman











John Lightbody, Jr., Phyllis Sawyer,
Alan Rumrill, Geoff Jones
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Selectmen
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT
William A. (Bill) Riley
Nelson
SELECTMEN'S NARRATIVE
On the budget front; we ended the year with a surplus of
$32,851.79; we have spent nothing on interest, but have
received $8,866.01 in interest. Our overall budget request is
up about 1 % from last year, a fraction of the inflation rate.
This year will be the final installment on the Shedd Hill bridge.
Two of this year's most frequently asked questions have been,
what's happening with E-91 1 and when are the transfer station
renovation going to start. Considerable progress has been
made in both areas, although it does not seem apparent.
Cartographic Associates has been retained to finish the E-91
1
project. With the help of John Secco they were able to use the
data collected by the state, which helped reduce the cost of
the project. A series of aerial photographs taken during the
80's were missing. Negatives were found and reprinted at a
cost of $2,000, a considerable sum but less than new pictures.
We will be asking for an additional appropriation to complete
the project and place street signs.
We have obtained engineered Site Plan and Building drawings
on the Transfer Station. These show the need to raise the
building by two feet, to correct the grade. We went out to bid
and received no bids! Privately we received one partial bid for
raising the building, but the individual lacked worker's
compensation insurance. This is a case where doing nothing
may have saved a lot of money we don't need to spend. We have
received a proposal from United Waste to manage and operate
our facility for $10,000 less than we paid in 1996. They will
not be using the building or the equipment. We may want to
consider having the building removed and the appropriate site
work done.
In closing we would like to express a special thank you to Rich
and Besty Follansbee. They alway put in many hours
maintaining the town buildings, this year they went the extra
mile and gathered many of our local teenagers and painting the
interior of the Town Hall and the exterior of the Old Fire
Station. The interior of the Town Hall looked so nice that the
church generously donated new window curtains and stage
draperies. This is the first time in approximately one hundred
years, that the town has had year round church services.
Additionally, we would like to thank the church for the
generous gift .
Sincerely,
'dye4n/ia/J Btyer John/Halter, ChcUrmxMv^ LcytU/yC^ycLndPre^
TOWN OF STODDARD
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire in the State
of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
eleventh (11th) day of March 1997 at Heven (1 1:00 AM) of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 1 1 :AM TO 7:PM.
ART. 1 : To choose by ballot all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
ART. 2: To see if you are in favor of adopting the proposed amendment to the
Community Hanning (2^ning) Ordinance.
(By Petition)
To amend Article IV Commercial and Industrial Uses by adding:
Commercial uses are allowed in the Residential District One on lots in excess of 1
acre by special exception from the Board of Adjustments, which shall determine
that there is adequate off street paiidng and that there will be no nuisance to the
neighborhood in which they are to be located by reason of noise, dust, smoke,
odor, illumination or other hazard to the public health.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on Tuesday the
Eghteenth (18th) day of March 1997 at Seven (7:00 PM) of the clock in the
evening, to act upon the following articles 3 through 29.
ART. 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$12,400. for the completion of E-91 1. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $45,025
for the operational expenses of the Stoddard Recycling and Transfer Station. The
Selectmen reconmiend this appropriation.
ART. 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 10,000 for winter and simimer maintenance, emergencies and planned repair of
Town roads and bridges. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the total sum of
$4.00. to be distributed as follows: Community Kitchen - $1., SW Conmiunity
Services - $1., Monadnock Family Services - $1. and Home Health Care &
Community Services - $1.. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $225 for
the operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission. The Conservation
Commission and Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $970 for
the Lay Monitoring Program. The Conservation Commission and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART. 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500
for the operation and maintenance of the Davis Library. The Library Trustees and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,200. for general repairs and maintenance of the Davis Library. The Library
Trustees and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 1 1 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 18,475 to defray Town charges for the ensuing year. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
ART. 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$18,715 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department for the
ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000
for Antrim ambulance service for the ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 14: To see if the Town will vote to acquire a new four-wheel drive, front
line pumper fire engine by authorizing the Selectmen to sign a lease-purchase




Amount to be financed 128,000.00
Lease term 6 years
Annual payment amount 25,670.00
Current interest rate 5.56%
and to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,670.00 for
the first lease payment and to authorize the withdrawal of $50,000.00 plus accrued
interest from the capital reserve fund created for that purpose, or to take any action
thereon. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Board of Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
ART. 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$25,000 to be placed in the Capital Reserve for the future purchase of a new four-
wheel drive pumper to replace the 1956 FWD referred to as Ml. The Fire and
Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500
for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden, for die purchase of supplies,
equipment, meetings, training and Forest Fire bills. The Fire Warden and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 1 7 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,030
as the operating budget for the Stoddard Planning Board for the ensuing year. The
Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $705
for membership to the Southwest Region Planning Commission for the ensuing
year. The Stoddard Planning Board and Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 19: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200
for the operating budget for the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment. The
Stoddard Zoning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$12,500 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police Department. The Stoddard
Police Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART.21 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to continue a
lease agreement established for the purpose of leasing a Police Cruiser for the
Police Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,602 for the Police
Cruiser lease agreement. This lease contains an escape clause. (Majority vote
required). The Stoddard Police Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000 to be added to the Shedd Hill Bridge replacement Capital Reserve Fund
established in 1994. (Majority vote required). The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$9,950. to paint the exterior of the Town Hall including preparation. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,500.
for repair of the Town Hall roof. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,400.
to replace the roof on the Old Fire Station. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,185.
to close bats out of the Town Hall and clean up and remove bat guano from the
belfry. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum $1,350 to
install additional lighting in the Town Hall. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 28: Shall we modify the elderly exemptions from property tax in the town
of Stoddard based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: for
a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $20,000; for a person 75 years of age up
to 80 years, $25,000; for a person 80 years of age or older, $30,000. To qualify,
the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years, own the
real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by such person's
spouse, they must have been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer
must have a net income of not more than $13,400, or, if married, a combined net
income of less than $20,400; and own net assets not in excess of $50,000." Under
no circumstances shall the amounts of the exemption for any age category be less
than $5,000. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. By ballot The
Selectmen recommend this article.
ART. 29: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$65,000 to pay for a full revaluation of all of the taxable land and buildings in the
Town for the purposes of tax assessment The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
Given under our hands and seal, this eightenth day of February
in the year of our Lord, nineteen hundb-en and ninety seven.
John D. Halter, Chairman
Brenda J. Bryer
Louis E. GrandPre






Executive 5,000 4,675 5,000
Election, Registration & Vital Stats 14,075 15,529 12,150
Financial Administration 48,400 46,890 51,255
Property Assessment 3,000 2,870 3,000
Legal Expense 5,000 3,728 5,000
Unemploy/Wkrs. Comp & Town portion PICA 6,500 5,668 5,000
Town Buildings 10,600 13,559 12,450
Cemetery Care 1,500 1,485 1,500
Insurance 13,000 14,262 15,500
Advertising 1,500 546 500
Street Lighting 2,800 2,806 2,850
Health Officer 1 ,200 965 1 ,000
Animal Control 500 734 620
Welfare 2,500 2,500
Patriotic Purposes 13Ql 121 15Q
Total Budged Town Charges 115,725 113,840 118,475
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1996
Description:
TM#1 28-1 - Town Hall, Land & Building $1 60,650
Furniture & Equipment 20,000
TM#1 29-1 3 - Library, Land & Building 40,000
Furniture, Books & Equipment 6,000
Police Equipment 1 1 ,000
TM#1 26-23 - Fire Department, Land & Building 1 62,350
Equipment 224,500
TM#1 26-22 - Fire Department Meadow 5,800
TM#1 27-05 - Town Barn/Transfer Station 54,900
Equipment 1 7,000
TM#1 28-4 - Historical Society, Land & Building 34,750
Equipment 10,000
TM#1 29-07 & 08 - Fire Pond & Meadow 6,550
TM#1 29-09 - 1834 Lot 2,800
TM#1 26-1 5 - Old Fire Station, Land & Building 30,550
TM#105-09 - Marina Boat Landing on Highland Lake 61 ,650
TM#135-26- Rte. 1 23 Boat Landing on Island Pond 91,600
TM#1 27-53 - Rte. 1 23 Boat Landing on Highland Lake 29,700
TM#41 5-23 - Center Pond Boat Landing 41 ,750
TM#1 30-06 - Land/Bldg Old Forest Rd 28,350
TM#1 1 5-41 - Beaver Brook Dr. 6,000
TM#410-05 - Faulkner Elementary School, Land & Building 348,500
Furniture & Equipment 50,000 $1,444,400
Land & Buildings Previously Acquired thru Tax Collectors Deeds:
TM# 119-13, SLE Lot B4 6,550
TM# 132-10, IP Lot 150
TM# 110-20, SLE Lot #93 10,100 $16,800
Acquired thru Tax collectors Deeds in 1996:
TM#1 1 5-24, Beaver Brook Dr. 1 2,400
TM#1 1 5-25, Beaver Brook Dr. 12,950
TM#n 7-1 9, Scenic Dr. 10,400
TM#1 24-04, 28 & 29, Whitney Rd. 56,900 $92,650
Total Acquired by Tax Deeds $1 09,450
Total Properties owned by the Town $1,553,850
TAX RATE- $9.65 per $1,000 Valuation
Municipal $2.32 County $2.10 School $5.23





Total Taxable Land $74,810,131
Buildings
Residential 41,199,405
Manufactured Housing 441 ,260
Commercial 323,450
Total Taxable Buildings $41 ,964,1 1 5
Public Utilities 81 1 ,895
Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed $1 17,586,141
Total Exemptions Allowed 472,800




Year End December 31, 1995
ASSETS
Funds in the Custody of Treasurer
Fleet Bank
Granite Bank
Town Clerk Petty Cash Fund
Petty Cash Fund




















LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCE
Contracts Payable
Staples Trucking -Winter Maintenance 21 ,650.00




Due to School Districts 44 1 ,308.00
Due Granite Lake Village District 1 ,634.00
Due to the Trustees of the Trust Fund(Transfer Station) 41 ,640.27
Deferred Revenue - Court Judgment 18470.18
Total Liabilities 529,301.45
Fund Balance 32.851.79
Total Liabilites & Fund Balance S562. 153.24
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SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS - 1996
ELECTION, REGISTRATION & VITAL STATS.
DOG FINES 104.00
DOGUCENSES 1,427.50








SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS - 1996
ADVERTISING













SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS - 1996
CHARLOTTE PRATT








FAZZINO AUTO PARTS, INC.










JAFFREY FIRE PROTECTION CO., I





















S & J AUTO PARTS, INC.





STODDARD GAS & GROCERY
STODDARD GAS & GROCERY



















































HOME HEALTH CARE & COMMUNITY SERVICES
MONADNOCK FAMILY SERVICES






COMPENSATION FUNDS OF NH
MASIELLO INSURANCE
NATIONAL SERVICE ASSOCIATES POUCE
NHMA PROPERTY - LIABIUTY TRI UABILITY
THE INSURANCE SOURCE POUCE
Total INSURANCE
LEGAL
BRADLEY, BURNETT & KINYON LEGAL
LEINS & CST:
TOWN OF STODDARD TAX COLLEC LEINS
CHARLOTTE PRATT POSTAGE
CHARLOTTE PRATT LEIN FEES














COUNTY OF CHESHIRE CHESHIRE CNTY
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT 1995 ASSESSMENT FINAL
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT 1 996 ASSESSMENT PARTIAL
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT 95-96

































































SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS - 1996
THE FLAG SHOP FU^GS
TREASURER, STATE OF NH FLAGS
Total PATROTIC
PLAN & ZONE BRD:
PLANING BRD:
BRADLEY, BURNETT & KINYON LEGAL
CURRY PRINTING & OFFICE SUPPI SUPPUES
EVELYN S. HUBAL, REGISTER SITE PLAN REG&PL^NNING ORD












SOUTHWEST REGION PLANNING C 1996 DUES
ZONING:
BEVERLY POWER



















RICHARD A. SHERBURNE, INC.
SKYWAVE SAFETY, INC.
STAPLES
STODDARD GAS & GROCERY




RBT & OVER PAYS:
AUSTIN WHELIHAN
CHARLES HYDE
DARYL & SUSAN MUNDY
ELIZABETH K. RIPLEY
FAULKNER, PLAUT, HANNA, FREUND & WORTHEN










































































































SEABURY, KENDALL, MICHAEL, &
WALTER R. & MARJORIE J. KUMf



































BELL & FLYNN, INC.
BURTCO, INC.
SAFETY HIGHWAY PRODUCTS INC
STAPLES TRUCKING





































































































































SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS - 1996
CITY OF KEENE
REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
1996
TOWN CLERK TO TREASURER




Correction Prior Year 2.00





Total Misc Receipts 479.50
Total Town Clerk $94,792.00
* See Planning Board
TAX COLLECTOR TO TREASURER
1995
Property Taxes 95,594.24
Property Tax I nterest 4,707.65
Yield Taxes 0.00
Yield Tax Interest 0.00
Property Tax Costs 3,249.00
Overpayments 26.67
Total 1995 Receipts
REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
1996
Continued from Prior Page
Selectmen's Office Receipts, Cont'd.
Recovery of Postage Fees 2.00
Copier/Fax Receipts 56.50
Cash Fund Receipts 346.96
Total Receipts from Selectmen's Office 1,802.46
* See Cash Funds Receipts, also
Deputy Tax Collector
1996 Boat Fees 2,068.88
Total Receipts from Dep. Coll. 2,068.88
Planning Board
Planning Ordinances* 26.00
1996 Fees Collected 390.32
Total Receipts from Planning Board 416.32
* See Town Clerk Receipts, Also
Police Department
Pistol Permits Issued 60.00
Police Reports Furnished 65.00
Total Receipts from Police Dept. 125.00
Supervisors of Checklist
Checklists Furnished 5.00
Total Receipts from Supervisors 5.00
Zoning Board of Adjustment
1996 Fees/Expense 247.00
Total Receipts from ZBA 247.00
Fire Warden
Recovered Costs 1,000.76
Total Receipts from Fire Warden 1,000.76
Trustees of Trust Funds
Trust Funds Released 44,409.17
Total Receipts from Trustees 44,409.17
Total Departmental Receipts $50,074.59
Receipts from Other Departments/Sources
State of NH
Forest Lands 72.45
Highway Block Grant 20,683.40
Revenue Sharing 8,452.13




REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
1996
Continued from Prior Page
Receipts from Other Departments/Sources, Cont'd.
Bank Fees Assessed 20.00
Nelson Rabies Clinic 40.00
High Comm 96 Franchise 1 .407.99
Void 1995 check 100.00
Refund duplicate Legal 28.00
Part Legal Recovery-King St 3,401.14
Comp Funds NH Refund 83.56
NHMAIns. Refunds 1,378.03
Ash. Valley Refuse 317.90
Fleet Bank - error 0.06
FEMA-Road Damage recov. 4,466.00
Lien Prevention Fees 175.00
Funds transfers 2,145,985.34
Fleet Interest 567.53
GB Now/ Interest 38.56
GB Repo Interest 8,259.92
Total Receipts from other Sources 2,200,600.99
Total Receipts from All Sources $3,583,070.56
Beginning Balance January 1. 1996 $129,704.72
Total Receipts from All Sources 3,583,070.56
Total Available All Accounts 3,712,775.28
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid 3,298,566.98




TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES
Beginning Balance January 1, 1996
Total Available All Accounts
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid






Less Selectmen's Orders Paid
Total
Interest Earned 1996














at bottom of page
53,047.64
Granite Banl< "Business Now"














Granite Bank "Repo Agreement"














Copier Receipts Retained as Cash Funds
Beginning Balance January 1, 1996
Receipts 1996
Total Available Cash Funds
Less Transfers to Fleet 1996
Total
Less Cash Payments - Building Expense
Less Cash Payments - Financial Administration
Less Cash Payments - Sanitation Expense










Cash Fund Established -Town Clerk **
Beginning Balance January 1, 1996 $0.00
Transfers to Account 100.00
Total Expended 0,00
Balance December 31, 1996 (Cash on Hand) $ 100.00
TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE-ALL ACCOUNTS
DECEMBER 31, 1996 $
" These figures represent all inter/intra bank transfers combined



































TAX COLLECTOR ' S REPORT


































TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61



























REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
1996
AUTO PERMITS (1,288)
DOG LICENSES ( 234)





ZONING ORDINANCES & COPIER FEES
1995 DOG FEE ERROR































Donald L. Watkins Eileen Beth
(Hogan)
Sean W. Shedenhelm T'nette Blanche Peterborough
(Lochmandy)
Casey J. Hayes Helen Marie Peterborough
(Clark)
Jennifer Pheroba Alan F. Rumrill Kimberly Anne Peterborough
(Fish)
Brandon Michael Chester Levering Debra Jean Peterborough
Russell (Clark)
Megan Brianne Donald R. Holland Kellie Rae Keene
(Blake)
Matthew Adrien Jeffrey D. Bush Angela Michele Peterborough
(Labrie)




PLACE OF DEATH BORN FATHER/MOTHER
01-06-96 DoraL Swasey Keene, N.H.
03-1 7-96 Jane P. Abert Stoddard, N.H.
Harrisville, Thomas William
N.H. Lynda Ennis
New York, Hamilton Abert
N.Y. Helen Sousa
10-06-96 Warren F. Mooney Stoddard, N.H. Maynard, James H. Mooney
MA. Almira Mayber
08-27-96 Chandler Merritt Is., FL Haverill, Kimble Wentworth
Wentworth MA Cora Chandler
06-12-96 Jeanne Marie Providence, Rl Providence, George Wincq
Leonard Rl Mary Green





















The records of the Selectmen, Town Clerk, Tax Collector,
Treasurer, Trustee of Trust Funds, Cemetery Commission,
Library Trustee and Boat Permit Agent have been examined
pursuant to RSA: 41 .31 for the year ending December 31,1 996.
In the opinion of this Auditor, these accounts together with
their financial statements present fairly the financial position
for the year end of the Town of Stoddard. These records also
conform with generally accepted accounting principles applied
using the cash basis method.
Respectfully submitted:
Virginia R. GrandPre', Town Auditor
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STODDARD FIRE & RESCUE
In 1 996 we responded to and participated in a total of 1 36
emergency calls and activities as follows:
* 26 rescue calls * 1 5 training drills
* 9 motor vehicle accidents * 1 2 meetings
* 24 fire calls * 50 radio checks
We were glad to see our membership increase especially
because it afforded us the opportunity to provide increased
medical services to Stoddard townspeople, even though it
substantially increased the costs necessary for proper
personnel training. We also find that the efforts of our Junior
Fire Department are contributing to the general efficiency
while eventually building up our overall membership.
This year we purchased the "Jaws of Life" to help us extricate
accident victims. They will help us save time and further
injury while enabling us to provide quicker transfer to the
hospital. We wish to thank Jerome Riesenberg for his help in
getting us a Federal Grant of $4,500. thereby saving taxpayer
money. We also would like to thank Mike and Sue Hayes for
their support in providing "wrecks" for our training and
decision making process in the selection of the proper
extrication equipment.
Considerable work has been put into the new training building
at the town transfer station. With the recent purchase of a
new smoke machine we can now create a realistic scenario of
a building fire thus increasing our training capabilities.
For 1997 we will be requesting the purchase of a new pumper
truck. Presently we have in service a 1956 500 Gals, per min.
pumper and a 1976 1,000 GPM pumper. Our intent is to retire
the 40 year old 1956 pumper, replacing it with the new one and
using the 1976 truck as the #2 machine.
This year was our first experience using a Life Flight
helicopter to transport a seriously injured patient to the
hospital at Hanover for treatment. We are extremely fortunate
to have this service available to us.
Respectfully submitted:
Brian Cahill, Chief - Joe Sarcione, Deputy Chief
Wally Weaver, Captain - P.J. Lamothe, Rescue Captain
Dean Landale, Lieutenant - John Wilder, Rescue Lieutenant
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STODDARD FOREST FIRE WARDEN
In calendar year 1 996, fires throughout the State of New
Hampshire were approximately 50% less than last year due to
the amount of snow received during the winter and the amount
of rain during the year. The town of Stoddard suffered very
little loss this year with the help of all being aware of
conditions and requesting burning permits at the appropriate
times.
As of August 1 , 1 996 the State of New Hampshire implemented
the SI 90 and SI 30 Basic Wildland Suppression course which
took the place of the old course that was in effect for a
number of years. This new course meets all federal standards
that are set forth for wildland fires for western crews. As an
instructor for the state I feel this 1 6 hour course will benefit
our firefighters.
This year there were two Deputy Wardens and myself who
attended training at Bear Brook State Park for preparation for
western fire crews. John Wilder had completed the three
steps needed to go out west on the western fires. On August
24, 1996 John received a call from the State of New Hampshire
that his time had come. John left that same day and meet up
with his assigned crew and spent 1 1/2 days at the airport
waiting instructions. He finally left for Bent, Oregon where he
spent 10 days with the western crews fighting fires. His trip
was very educational and exciting. Good job John.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Fire
Officials, contact your local Warden to find out if a permit is
required.
Violations of RSA 224.27 1 1 , the permit law and other burning
laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines of up to $2,000.00 and/or a year in jail.
Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
Respectfully submitted:
Joseph Sarcione, Forest Fire Warden
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STODDARD POLICE DEPARTMENT
TotalsWM '-"»'' J—==-=— , —
—
Accidents & Auto Related
STODDARD POLICE DEPARTMENT
REPORT
1996 motor vehicle accidents and juvenile complaints
dominating our time. Twenty accidents occurred on Rt. 9,
seven of them involving animals.
Juvenile complaints are increasing. We need the cooperation
of parents in keeping an eye on their childrens whereabouts
and the hours they keep. Only by educating our children and
ourselves to learn to accept responsibility, solve problems
without violence and understand the inherent dangers of
alcohol and drugs can we continue to live the peaceful,
comfortable lifestyle we have all come to enjoy here in
Stoddard.
Burglary and thefts are down from previous years. I think
largely due to the random patrols and our increased visibility.
I would like to encourage anyone that has a comment or
question relative to the Police Department to talk to me about
it. I have spoken to many people this year about general
concerns involving the Department and Community. The number
one concern I hear is the speeding on Rt. 123 between the
church and Island Pond area. In 1997 I will be implementing a
weekly patrol schedule to enforce all N.H. Motor Vehicle Laws
and apprehend drivers impaired by alcohol and drugs. To help
accomplish this I have hired a new Police Officer, Osman
Oskan. Oz, as he likes to be called, brings with him a sense of
commitment and impartiality. As you get to know him you will
be impressed with his abilities and professionalism.
I would like to thank the townspeople for their continued
support and assistance over the past year. A special "Thank-
you" goes out to the Stoddard Fire & Rescue Departments for
all of their extra effort in assisting us in 1996.
Respectfully submitted:
David Vaillancourt, Constable/Police Chief
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STODDARD PLANNING BOARD
The Stoddard Planning Board has continued to meet on the first
Tuesday of each month at 7:00pm.
During January and February work focused on completing and
adopting Site Plan Review standards and procedures that apply
to the development, change or expansion of tracts for non-
residential uses and to multi-family units of three or more
dwelling units. Site plan review regulations are intended to
guard against conditions that would involve danger or injury to
health, safety or prosperity of the community.
Also during this period the Board prepared changes to Article
IV of the Community Planning Ordinance involving definitions
and standards for Home Occupation and Home Business and a
zoning change item for voters consideration on the March town
warrant. The proposed standards for Home Occupation were
accepted and should be reviewed by anyone considering
establishing a business in their home.
In recent months the Board has been reviewing junk yard
regulations from several states in preparation for
consideration of regulation proposals appropriate for Stoddard.
Though there have been a number of citizen preliminary
inquiries this year, only two sub-division applications were
submitted to the Board, both of which received approval. One
applicant requested the reconfiguration of lots in an existing
subdivision, the second requested the creation of a house lot
the sale of which will support an addition to the Pierce
Reservation.
Members of the Board attended several information and
training sessions including municipal law lectures on making
land use decisions enforceable and on current developments in
land use law.
I wish to again thank Patricia Putnam, Board Secretary, for her
attention to the details and timelines required of the Planning
Board. I also wish to commend Board members for their
cooperative efforts to accomplish the work of the Board.
Respectfully submitted:
Patricia Campbell, Chairperson - Mark Krider, Vice Chair
John Halter, Selectmen's Representative
Frances Rumrill, Harry Power
Sue Frances & Paul Dionne
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STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
1996 was an active year for the Stoddard Zoning Board of
Adjustment. Although only three cases were heard, one of
them was intensive, and involved for the first time, the Board
handling an appeal process. The first case was referred to us
by the Planning Board for a clarification of a nonconforming
lot subdivision, and the other to the sign ordinance.
"Just what is the purpose of a Zoning Board?", is a question
we are often asked. For the record, we are here to grant relief
to an applicant who feels that strict application of the town's
Zoning Ordinance are unfair to the applicant due to extenuating
circumstances. It is your Board's responsibility to grant such
relief if in their opinion the applicant qualifies for either a
Special Exception or a Variances, depending upon the case, all
within the parameters of the Stoddard Zoning Ordinance.
Sadly, September 1 5, 1996, we accepted the resignation of our
newest member of the board, Doris Palonen. Doris has moved
to Cape Cod. She was a valuable member of our board,
insisting on fairness to the applicant as her first priority. We
will miss her!
This leaves the board with only four standing members! We
need a board of five. We are actively looking for that 5th
member, could that be you? There is no special training nor
expertise required to fill this position, just a good sense of
fair judgment and willingness to serve. We meet as the need
arises, and also intermittently for business meetings as they
become necessary. If you would be interested in serving on the
Board of Adjustment, please contact any member of the board.
You will be rendering a valuable service to the residents of
Stoddard and we would appreciate hearing from you. We are
also in need of two alternates to serve when one of the
standing members is unable to attend a hearing. Should you
decide to fill any of these openings, you will find your time in
service very informative and personally satisfying.
Respectfully submitted:
Beverly Power, Chairperson
Larry Howard, Eric Kiehn & Gerry Pelletier
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STODDARD ANIMAL CONTROL
1996 through mid-November shows a significant increase in
the number of incidents requiring response of the Animal
Control Department. To date there have been 98 requests for
assistance with only 39 being handled through phone call only.
Response calls have doubled over the last two years which is
reflected in an increased expense to the taxpayers. Actual
calls responded to numbered 59.
Calls in 1996 were:
3 animal welfare 4 assist to other ACO
2 animal bite 6 dead animals
1 injured cat 37 loose Stoddard dogs
1 7 animals lost (1 5 eventually located - of these 5 broke
loose
during the 4th of July fireworks)
4 nuisance (2 dogs, 2 cats)
23 strays (dogs, cats, horses, cows and 1 pigeon)
1 orphaned beaver (referred to Wildlife).
Two dogs taken to Monadnock Humane Society were never
claimed by an owner resulting in a charge to the Town of
Stoddard of $1 20. Each time a stray animal is taken to the
Humane Society we contact nearby Towns to report the animal
has been found and of the 23 stray dogs and cats found this
year, only these two were never claimed.
Again, David Vaillancourt's continued support and assistance
is truly appreciated. Thank you David?
We hope that everyone will make a wholehearted effort to keep
their animals in their own yards for the safety and well-being
of your pets.
Respectfully submitted:
Joan Zelasny, Animal Control Officer
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DAVIS PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Library is open Thursday evenings from 7:00pm to 9:00pm
and on Saturday mornings from 9:30am to 10:30am.
Over 400 books and many magazines were donated to the
library this year. Almost 1 50 new books and videos were
purchased during the year. Twelve periodical subscriptions are
currently received. More than 1,200 volumes circulated during
1996.
A tub of flowers was placed at the library by Mr. & Mrs. John
Secco and cared for by them, adding much to the appearance of
the building during the summer season.
The annual book sale held during Old Home Days was very
successful.
The library subscribed to the Junior Literary Guild again this
year. We receive three new award winning books of different
reading levels from the Guild each month. The library now has
a substantial collection of video tapes and a small collection
of audio tapes.
Earl Lund and Alan Rumrill designated their 1996 Rotary
Bookshelf donations to the Davis Library. Miss Louise Johnson
made a generous cash contribution. She also gave a book
entitled "Garden Birds of America" in memory of Mrs. Evelyn
Holmes.
We extend our thanks to all of the people who made donations
to the collections during 1996. These included Henry & Hester
Klie, Dennis Carlisle, Stoddard Fire Department, Phyllis
Sawyer, Lena Vaillancourt, Jean & Jim Cass, Ruth Moe, Roberta
Granferrari, Muriel & Oliver Quist, Nancy & Jim Bailey, Charles
Chandler, Emily Hogue, Betsy Howard, Susan Warner, Nancy,
Bobby and Tom Warner, Alan Rumrill, Eunice Fiske, and anyone








Mason Fund 718 .88
Cash on hand 160.71
Total $7541.17
Receipts
Interest on Nelson Fund
Interest on Cutter Fund
Interest on Ward Fund
Interest on Mason Fund
Contributions
Book sale income



















Balance on Hand, December 31, 1996
Nelson Fund 2104.74
Cutter Fund 4238.28
Ward Fund 623 .05
Mason Fund 73 8.31




This year was one of difficult transition for the Conservation
Commission with the loss of Jane Abert. Jane was dedicated
to understanding and protecting the natural resources in
Stoddard. Her commitment and spirit will be missed.
We would especially like to thank the volunteers of the Lake
Monitoring Program this year for carrying on. Unfortunately a
summary report has not been issued by the State in time for
inclusion with the Town report. A separate summary will be
presented at a Conservation Commission meeting early in the
year.
Nine applications were reviewed this year as well as site
reviews of outstanding cases which Department of
Environmental Services requested follow-up.
Landowners should be aware that there is an expedited or
"short" form for projects of minimum impact. Any work
involving dredging, fill, new construction or repairs -
including docks, piers, abutments, retaining walls etc require
an application to the DES. In addition, the Town has
established a 50' buffer zone to wetlands and surface waters.
No alteration is allowed in that buffer for new construction
projects except by special exception granted through the Board
of Adjustment.
The Commission is monitoring the two dredge construction
projects, Shedd Hill Road and Route 9, as they move through
the design phases.
Persons interested in joining the Conservation Commission
should petition the Selectmen for appointment.
Respectfully submitted:
JoAnne Carr, Chairperson
John Lightbody, Jr - Alan Rumrill
Geoffrey Jones & Phyllis Sawyer
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STODDARD OLD HOME DAYS COMMITTEE
Old Home Days 1 996 under the chairmanship of Gordon Garnett
was held July 12, 13, and 1 4. All events were well attended,
and everyone had a great time. The opening event, a music
show presented by Brian Murphy of Munsonville for children and
their parents, was held Friday night at the gazebo near the
church and was followed by the Church Ice Cream Social at the
Town Hall. Saturday's parade kicked off from the
Congregational Church at the usual 10:00 a.m. Music was
provided by Post 4 American Legion Band. Public Buildings
were open Saturday and there was a bazaar at the Town Hall.
Frank Stuckey gave a Magic Show at the Fire Station. For the
children there were games and the "Little Red Wagon"
children's program at the fire station. A new event this year
was the Scavenger Hunt. During the day the Junior Fire
Department sold hot dogs, hamburgs and soft drinks and music
was provided by Legion Band. The Historic House Tour was
replaced with a walking tour of South Stoddard, the Shoults
property, Robb property, and a talk on Stoddard Box, South
Stoddard glass factories and Stoddard's unknown soldier. For
supper there was the chicken barbecue at the Fire Station. The
drawing for the raffle was held after the barbecue. Saturday's
activities were wrapped with a dance at the Town Hall to the
music of Turn It Loose.
The Sunday morning pancake and Eggs Benedict breakfast at the
Town Hall was again a sellout. After church services there
was a guided hike to the portable saw mill site near Taylor
Pond near the Stoddard/Sullivan town line. Bob Wellwood led
the hike. The Historical Society was open for the public and a
concert by the Kevin Sysyn Band at the gazebo brought the 1 0th
in this series of Stoddard Old Home Days to a successful
conclusion.
The success of Old Home Days is due to the hard work and
donations of many, many people. Without this support, this
community event would not be possible. The committee gives
its thanks to all supporters. Plans are already being made for
next year's celebration which will be July 1 1 , 1 2, & 1 3. If
anyone would like to be on the committee or has ideas or





HOME HEALTH CARE & COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF STODDARD
JANUARY 1, 1996 TO DECEMBER 31, 1996
ANNUAL REPORT
In 1996, Home Health Care and Community Services (HCS)
continued to provide home care and community services to the
residents of Stoddard. The following information represents a
projection of HCS's activities in your community in 1996. The
projection is based on actual services provided from January
through September 1996 and an estimate of usage during
October, November and December.
SERVICE REPORT
SERVICES OFFERED SERVICES PROVIDED
Nursing 68 Visits
Physical Therapy 21 Visits
Speech Pathology Visits
Occupational Therapy 1 Visits
Medical Social Work 8 Visits
Nutritionist Visit
Home Health Aide 459 Visits
Adult In-Home Care 1,647 Hours
Outreach 2 Visits
Health Promotion Clinics 3 Clinics
Homemaker 76 Hours
Total Undu plicated Residents Served: 1 6
Regularly scheduled wellness clinics, child health clinics,
prenatal and hospice care are also available to residents.
Town funding partially supports these services.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 1996 with all
funding sources is projected to be $40,976.04.
The total cost of services provided for a partial fee, or at no
charge to residents in 1996 is projected to be $620.00 for
home care.
For 1997, we recommend an appropriation of $800.00 to
continue to be available for home care services.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Monadnock Family Services was organized in 1 959 following a joint study
by the Cheshire County Community Services Council and the League of Women
Voters (Keene and Peterborough). Originally named Monadnocl< Area Family
Service, the agency was organized through a merger of the Bureau of Public
Service and the Keene Mental Hygiene Association. The service operated in this
form through 1 966, expanding in a five year period to a staff of two full time
social workers with psychiatric and psychological consulting support.
In 1 967, following a study during the previous two years, a community
mental health clinic service was organized providing direct psychiatric and
psychological services. This program added two psychiatric consultants, a
clinical psychologist and one social worker to the agency staff.
Now in 1 992, Monadnock Family Services has grown from providing only
outpatient services in its early years to providing a much broader range of
services in response to community needs. MFS operates out of five district
offices: Keene, Peterborough, Winchester, Jaffrey and Walpole. We serve the 38
towns of the Monadnock Region. Our services now include the following:
Counseling Services for Adults
Adolescent & Children's Treatment







Community Support ProgrammingA'ocational Services
Volunteer Center
Keene and Walpole District Office
The Keene and Walpole District Offices of Monadnock Family Services
provides outpatient services for children and adults living in the towns of Keene,
Alstead, Chesterfield, Fitzwilliam, Gilsum, Marlborough, Marlow, Nelson,
Roxbury, Stoddard, Sullivan, Surry, Swanzey, Troy, Walpole and Westmoreland.
Included among these services are individual, group, family and marital
psychotherapy, as well as twenty-four hour crisis intervention. In addition, the
Keene District Office provides special services for the Elderly, Vietnam
Veterans, Adventure-Based Programs for Youth, Sexual Abuse victims. Sexual
Offenders and pregnant teenagers and adolescent parents.
Monadnock Family Services is also continuing the alcohol and drug abuse
prevention project in the Fall Mountain School District, Keene Junior High
School and Keene High School. This project provides consultation to teachers,
administrators, parents and students around ways to address the problems of
substance abuse and chemical dependency.
The staff of the Keene and Walpole District Offices are all trained
professionals who are committed to meeting the mental health needs of the
communities they serve.
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GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
MEETING JULY 7, 1996
The Granite Lake Village District meeting was started at
4:00pm on Sunday, July 07, 1996 at the Chapel-by-the-Lake in
Munsonville.
The moderator, John Halter, opened the meeting at 4pm to act
on articles 1-4 including elections of Village District offices.
Article 1 : To choose one commissioner for a term of three
years; and to see who the inhabitants of the district will elect
for the office of clerk, moderator and treasurer each for a one
year term.
The Article was so moved by David Costin, and seconded
by Bob Woods. Nominations for the three year term: David
Knight, for the one year term: Sally Ripley, Clerk; John Halter,
Moderator; Thomas Yocono, Treasurer.
The Article opened for discussion. There was no dis-
cussion. The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Article 2: To see if the district will vote to authorize the
commissioners to borrow in anticipation of taxes.
The Article was so moved by David Costin, and seconded
by Bob Woods.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no
discussion. The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Article 3: To see if the district will raise the sum of $650.
to defray Village District expenses for the ensuing year and
make appropriations of the same.
The Article was moved by David Costin, seconded by Bob
Woods.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no
discussion.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Article 4: To see if the Village District will raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000. to purchase liability insurance
to cover the district.
The Article was moved by Jane Kirk, seconded by Thomas
Yocono.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no
discussion.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Article 5: To see if the Village District will raise and
appropriate the sum of $1 , 1 00. to replace the fence at the dam.
The Article was moved by Leonard Frazier, seconded by
David Costin.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was
discussion on Article 5. Phil Hamilton asked if there could be
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an access hole installed in the fence to allow the fire
department to draw water from the mill pond. The answer was
not found on this date and the commissioners will research it
with the New Hampshire Municipal Association. At this time it
was also noted that the Nelson Fire Department will install a
dry hydrant at an appropriate place on the lake to draw water
in case of fire. This will be paid for by the town of Nelson.
Thomas Yocono read a letter from the New Hampshire
Municipal Association informing the Village District to repair
the fence to their specifications in order to maintain liability
insurance.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Article 6: To see if the Village District will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $500. to add to the capital reserve
fund for dam maintenance and repair.
The Article was moved by Leonard Frazier, seconded Bob
Woods.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no
discussion. The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Article 7: To see whether the district accept funds from the
Granite Lake Association and from any other source for the
purpose of maintaining, repairing and replacing the dam.
The Article was moved by Bob Woods, seconded by
Leonard Frazier.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no
discussion. The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Article 8: To see when the district will schedule its annual
meeting.
The Article was moved by David Costin, seconded by Bob
Woods.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was
discussion on Article 8. Phil Hamilton said that the Granite
Lake Association meeting will be held on the second Sunday in
July of 1 997. It was agreed upon to convene the Village
District meeting following the Granite Lake Association
meeting on the second Sunday of July 1997 for convenience of
the voters of the Village District.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:37pm.
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TOWN MEETING - TOWN OF STODDARD
MARCH 12, 1996
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire in the State
of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at flie Town Hall in said Stoddard on
twelfth ( 1 2th) day of March 1996 at Eleven (11 :00 AM) of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the follovring subjects:
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 11 :AM TO 7:PM.
ART. 1 : To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing
year.
Results of the election as
Moderator:
Selectman:
Trustee of Trust Funds:
Supervisors of Checklist:
Trustee of Publis Library:
Constable:






Daniel A. Eaton 2 Years
Brenda Bryer 3 Years
Susanne Wellwood 3 Years
Priscilla Holland 6 Years
James Taylor 3 Years
David Vaillancourt 1 Year
Joseph Sarcione 1 Year
Brian Cahill 1 Year
Wallace Weaver 1 Year
Virginia GrandPre 1 Year
Louis GrandPre 1 Year
Patricia M. Campbell 3 Years
Susan Francis 3 Years
Susan Warner 3 Years
Gordon Garnett 1 Year
ART. 2: To see if you are in favor of adopting the proposed
amendments and additions to the Community Planning (Zoning)
Ordinance as proposed by The Stoddard Planning Board.
QUESTION NO. 1
:
Do you wish to replace Article IV, Section 2 with Home
Occupation Standards as stated below?
HOME OCCUPATIONS: A home occupation shall be permitted in
all districts if it conforms to all of the requirements of this
section.
1: It shall be carried out only by residents of the premises
and involve only a service provided or product produced by
those residents.
2: It shall be operated entirely within a principal living unit
and/or accessory structure. Exception: locally grown
agriculture products, produced or grown on the premises, may
be displayed.
3: It shall be clearly secondary to the use of the premises for
dwelling purposes and will not alter the general character of
the neighborhood or reduce the value of any surrounding
property.
4: It shall result in no external evidence of the enterprise
except for a permitted sign and shall not have an adverse
effect on the environment or the surrounding properties as a
result of noise, odors, smoke, dust, lights, soil, water or air
pollution, significant increases in traffic or in parking
requirements, or as a result of other nuisances.
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5: The Selectmen request that prior to the start up of a Home
Occupation, they shall be notified, in writing by the resident,
of their understanding of permitted usage under the Home
Occupation Regulation.
6: Any activity that exceeds these standards is subject to
the requirements applicable to Home Business or Commercial
Operation.
(RECOMMENDED BY THE STODDARD PLANNING BOARD)
YES - 135 NO - 102
Question #1 of Article 2 is adopted.
QUESTION NO. 2:
Do you wish to add to article IV of the Stoddard Community
Planning Ordinance the category of Home Business as stated
below:
HOME BUSINESS: A home business will be permitted in all
districts as a Special Exception from the Zoning Board of
Adjustment if it conforms to the requirement of the section;
1: A Home Business shall be carried on by residents of the
premises and not more than two on-premise workers who are
not residents.
2: It shall be clearly secondary to the use of the premises for
dwelling purposes and will not alter the general character of
the neighborhood or reduce the value of any surrounding
property.
3: It shall not have an adverse effect on the environment or
the surrounding properties as a result of noise, odors, smoke,
dust, lights, soil, water or air pollution, excessive increases
in traffic or in parking requirements, or as a result of other
nuisances.
4: It shall have no outdoor storage of materials or equipment
unless screened from roads and surrounding properties by
natural or structural means to such an extent and in such
manner as may be specifically required and approved by the
Zoning Board of Adjustment.
5: Outdoor display of goods shall be limited and subject to
ZBA approval.
6: Any sign erected shall conform to the Stoddard Sign
Ordinance.
7: Seasonal concession stands, subject to the provisions of
this section, may be allowed with ZBA approval and shall
conform to all local and state licenses, as required by law.
8: Any activity that exceeds these standards is considered
commercial activity and is subject to site plan review.
(RECOMMENDED BY THE STODDARD PLANNING, DECISION NOT
UNANIMOUS)
YES - 106 NO - 126
Article 2: Question 2 is defeated.
QUESTION NO. 3:
Do you wish to add to Article IV, section I (Commercial Uses)
of the Stoddard Community Planning Ordinance to allow for
commercial use in an additional zoning district as stated
below? 58
Commercial use exceeding the standards for Home Occupations
and Home Business may be allowed in the Residential District
in compliance with Site Planning Review Regulations
administered by the Stoddard Planning Board.
(NOT RECOMMENDED BY THE STODDARD PLANNING BOARD,
DECISION NOT UNANIMOUS)
YES - 73 NO - 159
Article 2: Question 3 is defeated.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Stoddard on Tuesday the Ninetieth (19th) day of March 1996 at
Seven (7:00PM) of the clock in the evening, to act upon the
following articles 3 through 30.
ART 3: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell by auction or by advertised sealed bid, or in
such other manner as determined by the Selectmen as justice
may require properties acquired by the Town through Tax
Collector's deeds. This authorization in accordance with RSA
80:80 shall remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of the
municipal meeting. (Majority vote required). Motion by John
Halter, Seconded by Louis GrandPre
Article 3 passes unanimously.
ART 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1 to be distributed equally among all the
community agencies that have asked. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Moved and seconded.
The Moderator recognizes Kathy Pignataro for discussion.
Kathy moves to ammend $630.00 for the support of the
Monadnock Family Services. John Secco seconds. Kathy
reports that the sum is based on $1.00 per person, which
accounts for the $630.00 and that services to the Town were
1 38 visits and 1 4 clients over 1 995. Art. 4, 1 st
Amendment passes unanimously.
2nd Amendment: Kathy Pignataro moves that we appropriate
the sum of $630.00 for the Community Kitchen. Seconded by
Brenda Bryer. Discussion on the Amendment. 32 persons from
the Town of Stoddard have used their facilities. The amount of
$630.00 is based on $1 .00 per person. Art 4, 2nd
Amendment is adopted on a voice vote unanimously.
3rd Amendment: Doe Secco moves we appropriate the sum
of $800.00 for Home Health Care. Seconded by Brenda Bryer.
Doe reports 19 residents were served from Stoddard and that
$28,075 were funded. The Town was billed for $620.00 not
covered by Medicare and other expenses. Home Health Care
covers a vast amount of services. Art 4, 3rd Amendment is
adopted on a voice vote unanimously.
4th Amendment: Penny Betz moves we appropriate th sum of
$526.00 for Southwestern Community Services. Seconded by
Brenda Bryer. Penny explains the functions of Southwestern
Comm. Services. 48 residents were served in Stoddard. Art
4, 4th Amendment is adoped on a voice vote
unanimously.
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Amended article will now read:
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$530.00 for the Monadnock Family Services, $630.00 for the
Community Kitchen, $800.00 for Home Health Care Services,
and $526.00 for Southwestern Community Services being a
Grand Total of $2,586.00.
Article 4 is adopted as amended, unanimously.
ART 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $225 for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation
Commission. The Conservation Commission and Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Moved by Harry Power,
Seconded by Frances Rumrill. Article 5 is adopted
unanimously.
ART 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $970 for the Lay Monitoring Program. The
Conservation Commission and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Moved by Harry Power, Seconded by Frances
Rumrill. The Lay Monitoring Program is the testing of the
lakes. Article 6 is adopted.
ART 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1 50 for the Lay Monitoring Program at Robb
Reservoir. Jill Fish and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Moved by Brenda Bryer, Seconded by John Halter.
Article 7 fails.
ART 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,600 for the operation and maintenance of the
Davis Library. The Library Trustees and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Moved by Frances Rumrill,
Seconded by Marline Leotta. Article 8 is adopted
unanimously.
ART 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1 1 4,775 to defray Town charges for the ensuing
year. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Moved by
Brenda Bryer, Seconded by John Halter. Discussion follows.
Article 9 is adoped unanimously.
ART 1 0: To see if the Town will vote to change the purpose of
the Capital Reserve Funds established for the purchase of Land
and/or Buildings for future Town use to the Transfer Station
Renovation Capital Reserve Fund (2/3 vote required). Motion
by Harry Power, Seconded by Robert Hardy. Discussion follows.
Brenda Bryer, Selectperson, reports the Capital Reserve Fund
is now for the purchase of land and/or buildings and if we
want to use this money for the refurbishing of the Transfer/
Recycling Center we need to change that. More discussion.
Moved by Robert Hardy to table Article 1 0. Seconded by Joseph
Sarcione. Article 10 is tabled.
ART 1 1 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $44,000 to renovate the Stoddard Transfer Station
and authorize the withdrawal of $43,681 plus accruing
interest from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that
purpose. The Selectmen and the Transfer Station Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required).
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Motion by Harry Power, Seconded by Robert Hardy. Robert
Hardy who is on the Committee speaks on what has happened
over the year. Plans are on display for everyone to see. The
building would be raised, new gravel and drainage, changing
doors, adding on bins for the recyclables, 2 driveways one in
and one out, new fencing and vinyl siding. Approximate costs
for renovation opposed to moving the site and building a new
building are discussed. Committees study on relocating
Transfer Station for land purchase, building, septic, well, etc.
costs would be approximately $1 69,000.00 plus. More
discussion follows.
Amendment by Carol Clark to see if the Town will raise and
appropriate the sum of $44,000.00 to renovate the Transfer
Station and authorize the Selectmen for the withdrawal of
$10,000.00 from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that
purpose and $34,000.00 to be raised from general taxation.
Seconded by Sally Ripley. 2nd Amendment proposed. Carol
Clark & Sally Ripley withdraw their amendment.
2nd Amendment by Charles Fosberry to see if the Town will
raise and appropriate the sum of $44,000,00 to renovate the
Stoddard Transfer Station and authorize the withdrawal of
$5,000.00 from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that
purpose and $39,000.00 to be raised from general taxation.
Seconded by Sally Ripley. On a voice vote the chair is in doubt.
Modrator calls for hand vote with green cards issued earlier to
all voters. 30 YES and NO's in majority. Amendment fails.
Article 1 1 as proposed: To see if the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $44,000.00 to renovate the
Stoddard Transfer Station and authorize the withdrawal of
$43,681.00 plus accruing interest from the Capital Reserve
Fund created for that purpose. Article 1 1 is adopted.
Request for a hand count shows it is manifestly in the
affirmative.
ART 1 0: Moved by Robert Hardy to remove Article 1 from the
table. Seconded by Harry Power. Moved to remove Art. 1 from
the table carries.
Article 1 0: To see if the Town will vote to change the
purpose of the Capital Reserve Funds established for the
purchase of Land and/or Buildings for future Town use to the
Transfer Station Renovation Capital Reserve Fund. (2/3 vote
required). Moved by Harry Power, Seconded by John Halter.
Discussion:
Amendment: by Pat Campbell. To see if the Town will change
the purpose of the Capital Reserve Fund Land Aquistion Fund L
and combine with Capital Reserve Fund T for the total of
$1 1 ,51 1 .64 established for the purchase of land and/or
buildings for future Town use, for the Transfer Station Capital
Reserve Fund. Amendment fails on a voice vote
unanimously.
Back to Art. 10 as originally proposed. Moderator calls for a
hand vote with the green cards issued earlier for registered
voters only. There were 97 voters.
70 YES votes - 27 NO votes. Article 10 is adopted.
ART 1 2: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $50,500 for the operational expenses of the
Stoddard Recycling and Transfer Station. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Moved by Harry Power,
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Seconded by Louis GrandPre. Discussion on the Article. The
largest portion of this money goes to Kens to pay for taking
the rubbish to the Keene Landfill. Brenda Bryer, Selectperson
addresses the need for some managerial help at the Transfer
Station. Anyone intertested in getting certified for the
position contact the Selectmen. More discussion. Moved to
limit debate. All in favor of limiting debate. Article 1 2 is
adopted unanimously.
Moderator announced 1 minute recess.
ART 1 3: To see if the Town will vote to establish the
Stoddard Fire and Rescue Department as the Town's official
municipal fire and rescue department, to authorize it to accept
gifts in the name of the department, to approve the election of
its officers by the department membership and to authorize
the appointment of its members by the duly elected chief,
pursuant to RSA 1 54:1 . Moved by Brian Cahill, Seconded by Joe
Sarcione. Art. 1 3 is adopted.
ART 1 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1 6,065 for the operating budget of the Stoddard
Fire & Rescue Department for the ensuing year. The Fire and
Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Motion by Brian Cahill, Seconded by Joe
Sarcione. Art 1 4 is adopted.
ART 1 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $7,500 for the purchase of a set of "Jaws of Life"
for the Rescue Department. The Fire and Rescue Department
and the Selectmen recommend this appro-priation. Moved by
Brian Cahill, Seconded by Joe Sarcione. Article 1 5 Is
adopted.
ART 1 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000 for Antrim ambulance service for the
ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Moved by Patricia
Lamothe, Seconded by John Wilder. Joan Zelasny asks if any
monies go to the Marlow Ambulance Service that covers the
other end of Stoddard. PJ Lamothe reports the Stoddard Fire &
Rescue help support Marlow with donations sent periodically.
Amendment by Harry Power to send $1 ,000.00 to Marlow.
Seconded. The article would now read:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,000.00 for Antrim Ambulance Service and $1,000.00 to
Marlow Ambulance Service. Amendment fails.
Art. 1 6 as proposed is voted on and is adopted
unanimously.
ART 1 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
$25,000 to be placed in the Capital Reserve for the future
purchase of a new front line pumper to replace the 1 956 FWD
referred to as Ml . The Fire and Rescue Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Moved by Joseph
Sarcione and seconded by Brian Cahill. Art. 1 7 is adopted.
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ART 1 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,500 for the operating budget of the Stoddard
Fire Warden, for the purchase of supplies, equipment,
meetings, training and Forest Fire bills. The Fire Warden and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Moved by Joseph
Sarcione. Seconded. Art. 1 8 is adopted.
ART 1 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000 to install and set up a holding tank for
sanitary facilities at the Fire Station. The Fire and Rescue
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Joseph Sarcione to indefinitely postpone this article.
Seconded by Brian Cahill. Art. 19 Is Indefinitely
postponed.
ART 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000 for the purchase and installation of four (4)
Garage Door Openers at the Fire Station. The Fire and Rescue
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Brian Cahill, Seconded by Joe Sarcione. Discussion
by Joe stressing the need for electronic openers due to the
weight of each door. Art. 20 is adopted.
ART 21 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000 to remove an underground fuel tank at the
Fire Station. The Fire and Rescue Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by Brian
Cahill. Seconded by Joe Sarcione. Brian Cahill reports that
this would include new tanks unless unforseen problems arise.
Art. 21 Is adopted.
ART 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,885 as operating budget for the Stoddard
Planning Board for the ensuing year. The Stoddard Planning
Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion
by Patricia Campbell, Seconded by Patricia Putnam. Art. 22
Is adopted.
ART 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $693 for membership to the Southwest Region
Planning Commission for the ensuing year. The Stoddard
Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appro-
priation. Moved by Frances Rumrill, seconded by Pat Putnam.
Art. 23 is adopted.
ART 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $700 for the operating budget of the Stoddard
Zoning Board of Adjustment. The Stoddard Zoning Board and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by
Beverly Power, seconded by Harry Power. Art. 24 Is
adopted.
ART 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,525 for the operating budget of the Stoddard
Police Department. The Stoddard Police Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by David
Vaillancourt, seconded by Joanne Vaillancourt. Art. 25 Is
adopted.
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ART 26: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to continue a lease agreement established for the
purpose of leasing a Police Cruiser for the Police Department
and to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,602 for the Police
Cruiser lease agreement. This lease contains an escape clause.
(Majority vote required). The Stoddard Police Department and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by David
Vaillancourt, seconded by Shannon Sarcione. Art. 2 6 is
adopted unanimously.
ART 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1 07,800 for winter and summer maintenance,
emergencies and planned repair of Town roads and bridges. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by Brenda
Bryer, seconded by John Halter. This appropriation is up
$2,000.00 from las year. Discussion on where the money will
be distributed this year. Art. 27 is adopted.
ART 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $20,000 to be added to the Shedd Hill Bridge
replacement Capital Reserve Fund established in 1994. The
selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required). The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Geoff Jones, seconded by Brenda Bryer. Jeff reports
on the update on the status of the bridge speaking to the State
Engineer. When the specs are ready they will submit them to
the Selectmen for an informational meeting. Geoff
recommends a replacement bridge built of wood. Other Towns
have done this very successfully. A video and information is
available from Geoff to those who may be interested in having
the bridge replaced with wood. Art. 28 Is adopted
unanimously.
ART 29: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
lease property accepted as a gift, to be used as a Post Office
Contract Station. Motion by John Halter, seconded by Brenda
Bryer. The property in question is Don Curry's home. Don is in
a Nursing Home in Maine and the property has been given to the
Town. Nothing would be done with the house unless the family
agrees and Don would not be able to come back to his home. If
this passes, in the future it could be leased for a Post Office
with proper regulations. Art. 29 is adopted.
ART 30: To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting. A consensus was taken for those in
favor of replacing the Shedd Hill Bridge with wood. The
decision was unanimous to replace with wood.
John Secco asks if there is enough money to pay for Street
signs for 91 1 . Brenda reports that the Town is working with
the State on Street names. Also, John Secco feels there is a
need for a warning light at the Junction of 1 23 & Route 9.
Brenda Bryer agrees and has met with State Officials to
address this dangerous situation. One of the problems is no
electric at that point and it would be very expensive.
Question about the Capital reserve fund for purchasing Land for
the Transfer Station by Mr. Wilczak. Brenda Bryer reports that
next year we will consider appropriating money to begin a new
fund.
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Motion by Frances Rumrill to adjourn the meeting in memory of
Jane P. Abert, longtime resident of Stoddard who died March
17, 199.6, member of the Planning Board and Conservation
Commission. Seconded by Charlotte Pratt.
The meeting was adjourned at 1 0:30 P.M.
The Moderator calls for all elected officials to step forward to
be sworn in.
Respectfully submitted;























F. Donald Jones, Superintendent of Schools
Roxanne S. Wilson, Assistant Superintendent of Schools
James K. Crane, Business Administrator
Joseph T. Denning, Pupil Personnel Director
Mark LaFleur, Head Teacher
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
1997 ELECTION WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District of Stoddard qualified to vote in
District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Stoddard Town Hall in said District
on the 6th day of March 1997 at 7:00 p.m. to act upon the following
subjects:
1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot the following School District officials:
A. One School Board Member - 3 Year Term
B. One School Board Member - 1 Year Term
C. One Moderator - 1 Year Term
D. One Treasurer - 1 Year Term
E. One Clerk - 1 Year Term
F. One Auditor - 1 Year Term
2. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
approximately $300,000. (three hundred thousand dollars) for the purpose
of designing, construction, renovating, equipping and related fees and
expenses for an addition of a Multipurpose Room at the James Faulkner
Elementary School; the $300,000. (three hundred thousand dollars) to be
raised by the issuance of bonds or serial notes in accordance with the
provisions of RSA 33; the School Board to determine the terms and
conditions of said bonds or notes; and further to appropriate to the
purposes set forth in the bond issue any interest or income earned, not to
exceed $10,000. (ten thousand dollars), on the proceeds from the sale of
bonds. It is the intention of the School Board to recess this portion of the
meeting to April 17, 1997 to take up this article.
3. To hear reports of agents, auditors, and committees or officers chosen.
(THIS WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.)
4. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and fix
compensation for any other officers or agents of the District. (THIS
WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.)
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5. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, and for the payment of salaries of
School District officials and agents and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District. (THIS WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY
THE SCHOOL BOARD.)
6. To choose agents and committees in relation to any subject in the
warrant.
7. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands at said Stoddard this 11th day of February, 1997
Mary Lou Eaton, Chairperson
Brenda Howard
Marline Leotta
A true copy of Warrant - Attest






If you have driven up to the school recently you have probably
noticed that all of the playground equipment has been painted in bright
colors, the work of the PTO. The PTO also raised money for a new piece of
playground equipment, and were the "movers and shakers" for a 40 x 60'
tarred pad on the playground for organized play and/or basketball. We are
grateful to Land Contractors for donating much time and fill for the land
preparation.
The PTO is a vital part of the school system and we encourage all
parents and friends to participate. The PTO has also initiated a savings
program for the students with CFX Bank. Weekly deposits are made by
participating students. Learning to save at an early age is a valuable
experience which, hopefully, will be continued throughout their lives.
We welcomed an enthusiastic new teacher, Kim Hamilton, for grades
2-3. She was hired one week before school started, but on opening day her
room was not only ready, it was a delight to enter with colorful, inviting
learning displays and mobiles.
Penny Betz, our art teacher keeps the school decorated with
exceptionally interesting and varied art work done by the students. Penny
has also been working as an aide.
Students come and students go, so one of our largest expenses is an
appropriation gamble. Tuition costs are very high, so we budget for only
one extra tuition for Middle School and High School. This past year we
ended with approximately $37,000 with unexpended funds. Normally this
amount is used to reduce the appropriation for the coming year, but we
opted to make an extra year's payment of $25,000 on our building debt,
thereby saving about $7,000 in interest. This means that instead of the
debt being paid off in the year 2000, it will now be paid off in 1999.
Bus behavior continues to be a problem from time to time. We wish
to remind parents that transportation is a privilege in the higher grades,
NOT a right. We need your cooperation.
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After a fourth reading, a new school philosophy has been updated and
was adopted at the January meeting. The original philosophy was adopted
in 1974.
The need for a multipurpose room has become very evident, and a
very capable committee will have all details ready for a vote in March. We
are working with Bill Jean of Team Design, Inc. located in Londonderry.
Coincidentally, Bill Jean drew up the original plans for the all purpose
room when the school was built. At that time, voters opted to build only
the school. The new addition on the ballot will cost less than the original,
yet is being custom done to today's needs.
Many thanks again go to Ray LaGasse, who has been working with Bill
Jean, answering the multitude of questions that come up as preparations
are made. Ray continues to keep the facility in top shape, and keeps track
of the many mundane details of monitoring water tests, filtration,
electrical problems, etc. He continues to keep the grounds attractive and
has plans for the cul de sac, involving the children.
We are grateful to the Girl Scouts, whose perennials, planted last
year, popped up in the spring and kept blossoms going all summer.
A new school sign, made by Jim Taylor, has been erected near the
flower bed in the cul de sac.
The Selectmen have indicated that they intend to tar from the Center
Pond Road to the school and around the cul de sac. All of us, and
especially the teachers and bus driver, who drive through those ruts in the
spring, will be most grateful, and the mud tracked into the school should
all but disappear.
We are always happy to hear your ideas and comments.
Mary Lou Eaton




Last spring, Mrs. Murphy's class of KIndergartners and First Graders
spent some time studying the following topics: Health and Safety,
Dinosaurs, Earth and Seasons, Endangered Animals, Wetlands and Oceans.
Grades K through 3 took a field trip where students were able to
investigate tide pools and see some of the ocean life that they had been
studying about.
This fall, the Kindergarten/First Grade class learned about these
subjects: Ants, Planting, Autobiographies and Biographies, Self-
awareness, Multicultural Math, Worms, and Nutrition. The class has been
monitoring their worm compost, and earlier this school year they created
and decorated their own teepee.
The Grade 2 and 3 class started the year out with a new teacher.
Mrs. Kim Hamilton is our new full time teacher. Penny Betz, who came on
staff last year as our Art teacher, is now also a full time aide for this
class. This fall their class had a unit on Charlotte's Web . The class also
studied spiders and map skills. Some of the students have been working
on a new literature based reading program with the children's novel How
To Eat Fried Worms .
Recently, the class has embarked on cursive writing. The children
had been looking forward to it for quite a while. In Math, the second
graders are working on borrowing and carrying, while the third graders
have begun multiplication.
Another staff member, new to us this fall, is Jeanne Kennedy. This
name may sound familiar, because Jeanne was working for us a few years
ago, as an in-school tutor. Mrs. Kennedy is now our Music teacher. She
was a big help in putting together this year's Christmas Program.
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My class of Fourth and Fifth Graders had an in-depth study of
penguins, which was the basis of our reading program's bool<: Mr. Popper's
Penguins . Along with penguins, we also learned about Antarctica and its
explorers. In early spring, nny class had the wonderful opportunity to go
and see the Broadway production of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat ! This made for a great culminating event to our studies of
Egypt, which had taken place earlier in the year. In closing the school
year, our last trip was to Heritage, New Hampshire. This trip makes for a
perfect finale to our year-long study of colonial life and New Hampshire
History.
This fall, our class began a unit on the Middle Ages. This is the
setting for one of our literature based Reading program books. The
Whipping Boy . Students have been learning how to become a knight, and
about the suits of armor they wore. Mrs. Betz has been doing a wonderful
job of integrating her art lessons into our Medieval theme. Soon, students
will be designing and building their own castle models.
Once again, I would like to close by thanking the many people who
help out at the school. Denise Pratt and Gloria Harper devoted a lot of
time in getting the playground spruced up. It is looking great! Nancy
Cressy has been in the school numerous times this fall to run some
delicious cooking classes. Nancy puts forth a lot of time and supplies for
these lessons. To all those of you I did not mention, we send out a BIG
THANK YOUl! We appreciate each of you, and want you to know that you









The school health program for this calendar year has gone smoothly.
We have been spared the burden of pediculosis (head lice) that other
districts have been continually battling. We remain vigilant.
The health screenings and immunizations review were completed
early on, as per state requirements. I will be screening for scoliosis in
the spring with the fourth and fifth graders.
Health education classes are an ongoing process involving all
children. To date this year, we have covered issues such as smoking,
keeping your body safe, and the emotions of happy, sad and in between. We
continue to utilize The Great Body Shop, and hopefully these are coming
home to be shared and worked on with the family.
I have enjoyed working with the children in this capacity. They are








Cash on Hand, July 1, 1995
Received from Selectmen
Revenue from State Sources
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Less School Board Orders Paid






DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
DESCRIPTION
Town of Stoddard Appropriation
Indian Head Bank Interest
Various Refunds & Reimbursements
State of












TO: SUPERVISORY UNIT #24
P. 0. BOX 2417
HENNIKER, NH 03242-2417
I hereby certify that I have examined all records of
the Treasurer of the School District of Stoddard for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1996 and find them




P. O. Box 261
Stoddard, NH 03464-0261
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The 1996 School Warrant Meeting was opened at the Stoddard Town
Hall on March 14, 1996 at 7:05 p.m. by Moderator Daniel Eaton.
John Halter led the Pledge of Allegiance at the request of Daniel
Eaton. Present at the meeting from the Stoddard School Board were
Chairman Mary Lou Eaton, Brenda Howard and Cheryl Woods and Clerk
Marline Leotta. Present from S.A.U. #24 were Superintendent
Donald Jones, Business Administrator James Crane, and Special
Education Secretary Linda Smith. Present from the Stoddard School
Staff were Head Teacher Mark LaFleur, Trish Murphy and Carla
Larson.
Article 1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot the following School
District officials:
A. One School Board Member - 3 year term
B. One School Board Member - 2 year term
C. One Moderator - 1 year term
D. One Treasurer - 1 year term
E. One Clerk - 1 year term
F. One Auditor - 1 year term
Mary Lou Eaton moved that the polls be open until 7:30 p.m. or
the close of the meeting whichever occurs last. The motion was
seconded by Brenda Howard. Motion carried unanimously by voice
vote.
Moderator Daniel Eaton called a voting recess to allow those
present to vote. The recess was over and the meeting called to
order at 7:17 p.m.
ARTICLE 2. Brenda Howard moved to accept the reports of
agents, auditors, committees and officers chosen as printed in the
annual report. The motion was seconded by Cheryl Woods. Motion
carried unanimously by voice vote.
ARTICLE 3 . Mary Lou Eaton moved to determine and appoint the
salaries of the School Board and fix compensation for any other
officers or agents of the District as presented in the 1996-97
budget. The motion was seconded by Brenda Howard. Motion carried
unanimously by voice vote.
ARTICLE 4. Cheryl Woods moved that the District raise and
appropriate the sum of $695, 042 (six hundred ninety-five thousand,
forty-two dollars) for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries of School District officials and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the District. The motion was
seconded by Mary Lou Eaton. An amendment was offered from the
floor by Nancy Cressy to amend Article 4 to raise $696 , 882 . 00 ( six
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hundred ninety-six thousand, eight hundred eighty-two dollars).
The motion was seconded by Lynne Jarest. The voice vote being
inconclusive a standing vote was taken and the motion carried 10 -
6.
Discussion from the floor included comments that some
parents felt all teachers should get a 3% raise. Brenda Bryer
asked that people have faith in the Board, that they were
making the correct decision.
ARTICLE 5. To choose agents and committees in relation to any
subject in this warrant. Mary Lou Eaton moved to indefinitely
postpone Article 5. Brenda Howard seconded. Motion carried
unanimously by voice vote.
ARTICLE 6. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting. No action taken.
Discussion from the floor included comments on forming a
committee to investigate costs of adding a multipurpose
room to the school. Denise Pratt reported that the
committee working on the question last year found it would
cost more money to have someone assess the situation than
was available. Don Jones suggested the Board could find a
few hundred dollars to pay for someone to estimate the cost
of an addition. If the Board decided to go ahead with the
project there would have to be a warrant article on next
year' warrant. The Board thanked Denise Pratt for her work
on last year's committee.
Daniel Eaton asked the Board to direct legal council
to format next year's warrant in currently recognizable
form. This refers specifically to Article 5.
Mary Lou Eaton moved to adjourn the meeting. The motion was
seconded by Brenda Howard. Motion carried unanimously. Meeting
adjourned (and voting completed) at 7:42 p.m.
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TALLY OF VOTES ON ARTICLE 1
SCHOOL BOARD FOR THREE YEARS
Brenda Howard 23
Lynne Jarest 3
SCHOOL BOARD FOR TWO YEARS











RESULTS OF THE VOTES CAST
School Board for Three Year Term Brenda Howard





A True Copy Attest:
Marline Leotta, School District Clerk
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Total: 14 Total: 5
Mr. Mark LaFleur













Total: 6 Total: 6
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SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS REPORT
MARCH 1997
To the Citizens of Stoddard:
As we approach another budget development phase for the
community of Stoddard, we need to keep in mind the overriding reasons for
providing the educational experiences that we offer. Abraham Lincoln so
ably pointed out the fact that what we provide now in policies and
procedures will come back to us in many ways since the children of today
will assume control of our towns, schools and states and the fate of
humanity will be in their hands.
The school board, administration, teachers, staff and various
volunteers in the district have demonstrated the expertise and dedication
to offer the best programs possible within the approved budget that you
have provided. We are fortunate that many of our students have been, and
are involved in several educational programs that have provided them with
the life skills to become contrlbutive, progressive members in their
chosen fields of endeavor. Please refer to the individual reports from the
school board and head teacher for examples of such programs.
We continue to stress that greater effort, stronger achievement,
higher expectations and greater communication will develop an effective
and accountable learning system.
We are well aware that no single component can accomplish our
goals for the children of the district; but, if we deepen our commitment,
together we can enhance the programs and involvement with our future -
our children.
Please contact us if you have any comments or questions regarding






SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #24
HENNIKER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03242
97/98 BUDGET
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #24
HENNIKER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03242
97/98 BUDGET
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #24
ADMINISTRATIVE SALARIES
1996/97
Superintendent of Schools $ 69,540








Weare 73 , 607
TOTAL • $172,787
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PROPERTY VALUATIONS AND TAXES
2.
TOWN OF STODDARD CURRENT USE PROPERTIES
ACRES
RECRTH NOT IN ^^'^ " "^O^AL NET
OWNER OP RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION " ACRES VALUE TAX
ANDORRA FOREST C/0 CLARK 407-03 / BACKLOT yes 40.0 1,025 10
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L 407-01 & 02 / RTE 1 23 LAND ho 1 8.1 950 9
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L 410-06,09;415-14;41 7-03/ CPR/RT yes 26.8 9,014.3 1,238,100 11,948
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, 420-1 1 / RT 9 LAND HO 50.7 7,675 74
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, 420-16.2 / ROBB LAND no 71.9 9,525 92
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, 420-26 / ROBB LAND LOT LINE ADJ no 16.8 950 9
BECKLEY, JESSIE I, ETALS 409-01 / PROCTOR LAND (1/2 INT) no 115.5 7,888 76
BLAISDELL, LOUISE T 420-02,422-1 1,12/ RT 9 LAND, BLDGS no 8.4 112.0 197,850 1,909
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) & 410-08;41 1-10;41 4-10,1 3,15,16,19, yes 7.0 1,389.5 540,125 5,212
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) & 419-04.2, 05.1 & 05.2 / ROBB LAND & YES 34.6 900 9
CLINE, MARGARET B 41 9-07.2 / TARBOX RD LAND, BLDGS
DARCY, JAMES T, JR & SUSAN A 422-15.1 / RT 9 LAND,BLDGS,MH
DELUDE, RICHARD A. 42 1 - 1 6 & 25 / BBR LAND,
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE 101-012 / HLS LAND
EATON, THOMAS 411 -03 / E/S KINGS ST LAND.BLDGS
ESTES, RICHARD D 421-27 / RT 123 LAND
FAULKNER, CHARLES S. & 410-10 / W/S KINGS ST LAND
FIONDELLA, PAUL & CHARLA B 404-03 / DODGE LAND, BLDG
GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C 420-03.3 / CNTY RD BACKLAND
GUIDA, ALEXANDER S, III 424-21 / ATEN RD LAND
HARMON, JUDITH G 417-05, 08 & 09 / BOULDER RD LD,
HARPER, MARK 422-09 / RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
HARRIMAN, SMITH B 412-06.1, 06.2 & 06.3 / OAR/RT 9 LAND
HATHORN, HELEN A & SEAVER, 415-13 / ADAMS LAND
HAYES, JUDITH M 420-10 / RT 9 LAND
HAYES, MICHAEL J & SUSAN J 420-06 / RT 9 LAND.SHED
HEALY, DONALL 418-02 / BACKU\ND OFF CPR,BLDGS
HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A. 41 8-05 / BACKLAND OFF CPR
HEALY, JANE F 424-07 / BACKLAND
HILL, ELIZABETH P. 121-01/ WF.MANN TRK II,BLDG
HILL, LUCY B ; WICHLAND, 422-02.1 1 & 23 / RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
HILL, LUCY B ; WICHLAND, 422-24 / MCaURE BACKLAND
HILL, ROGER M & CAROL M 422-02.12/ RT9LAND
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN 416-02 / BACKLAND
KNICELY, GERALD E & BARBARA 1 27-06 / WF,RT 1 23 LAND,BLDGS
LEYDEN, DONALD F& MARIAN F 414-02,03, 14 & 41 5-33 / CPR LAND
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN 405-01.3 / LAND-E/S DODGE FARM RD
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H & 41 4-7.4& 41 5-1 6.5 / CPW LOT 4 &
97
NO
TOWN OF STODDARD CURRENT USE PROPERTIES
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
MAINE, CRAIGEN FAMILY TRUST 404-04 / DODGE LAND
MCGOWAN, PAUL W & JOYCE K 421 -01 / GRAY LOT 1
MCGOWAN, PAUL W & JOYCE K 422-1 7 / BACKLAND OFF RT 9
MCGOWAN, PAUL W. & JOYCE K. 422-1 8 / BACKLAND OFF RT 9
MCGOWAN, PAUL W & JOYCE K 422-21 / TAYLOR-GREEN LAND
MEADOWSEND TIMBERLANDS 41 3-06 / OLD KNE/CNCRD RD LAND
MERRILL.WILLIAM, CHARLOTTE, 409-01 / PROCTOR LAND (1/2 INT)
MILDICE, VICKI (MARSHALL) 422-08 / RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
PHILBRICK, STEVEN A &
PRICE, BONNIE







422-07 / OCR LAND, BLDGS
420-20 & 25 / OKCR LAND
423-02 / CONANT PASTURE, (CE)
SAWYER,PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT, 414-06.1 / CPR LAND.BLDGS
SHANK, C EDWARD & 421-26/ BBR LAND,BLDG
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH 415-07/ BACKLAND OFF CPR
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH 1 05-43 / WF.CARR LAND
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH 404-01 / WILLIAMS FAMILY FOREST
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH 405-05 / CHARLES PEIRCE RES,BLDGS
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH 419-03.2;06.1;07.1 ;07.3 / DANIEL
SWEET WATER TRUST 1 04- 1 1 & 404-02 / DODGE LAND,BLDGS
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T & 1 33-01 ,2,3,4, 5;1 34-44,45;1 36-1 ,2,3 yes
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T & 1 34-18 /RT 123 LAND
WALLACE, JULIA M 420-14 / RT 9 LAND
WESTON, WILLIAM, JR 421 -30 / BACKLAND OFF 1 23
WHITE, BARRIE, JR 423-1 / BACKLAND OFF RT 9
WHITE, BARRIE,JR 423-1 1 / RT 9 LAND
WHITNEY, RICHARD & SHERMAN 405-01 .2 / LAND OFF CHALET DR, BLDGS
WILLIAMS, MARK & NINA 422-27 28 & 29 / SOUTH ST LD, BLDGS
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES 423-03 / BACKLAND OFF NSR
ICRTN
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
AADALEN, RICHARD J & SHARON
AADALEN, RICHARD J & SHARON
AADALEN, SHARON P
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G
ABBOTT, MARION G, TRUSTEE
ABELY, DAVID
ABERT, THOMAS D.
ABERT, THOMAS D. & SUSAN R.
ADAMS, JOHN H & JUNE J
ADAMS, RICHARD S. & PATRICIA
ADAMS, RICHARD S. & PATRICIA
ADAMS, ROBERT E & PATRICIA L
ADAMS, ROBERT E & PATRICIA L





ALLEN, QUINCY L & ANNIE L
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA
AMES, ANNE M
AMISANO, SCHILLER & SKIDMORE
ANDERSON, BERTHA, ESTATE %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP%
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST % SCHADLER,
ANTONELLl, JOHN A & JEAN T
APRILE, ANTHONY J (COL) &
AREL, ALFRED A & DORIS A
ARRIA, CARMELLO M &
ATA, NABIL & NANETTE
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATKINSON, GARY S. & IRENE M.
ATKINSON, LANDIS W
ATKINSON, LANDIS W, III &
ATKINSON, LANDIS W, III &
ATTESI, DAVID J & BERNIER,
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
133-18/WF,TFDL0TE1,BLDG
1 33-20 / WF.TFD LOT 3E
41 3-3.1 & 3.2 / TRACT 1 AND PARCEL C
414-07.1 /CPWL0T1
414-07.2 /CPW LOT 2,SHED
415-29&30/WF,CPLOT,BLDG
101-010/HLSLOTS116,MH&SHD
423-08 /HIGH ST LAND, BLDGS
423-09 /HIGH ST LAND, BLDG
1 34-24 & 43 / WF,TFD LOT 12,BLDGS
118-21 /WHTYLOT33,BLDG
118-22/WHTYLCn'34
1 36-39 / WF.TFD LOT B4,BLDGS
1 36-40, 41 , 42 / WF,TFD LOTS B5,B6
1 27-22 / WF.AND RD LOT,BLDGS
1 08-09 /HLD LOT 275A
108-12 /HLD LOT 274
1 22-08 /WHTY LOT 30A,BLDGS
1 26-42 / SHR LOT,BLDG
108-15/ HLD LOT 271
124-13/WF,LSULOT8,BLDG
1 30-02 / RT 1 23 LOT
131-10 /RT 123 LOT
421-23 /BBR LOT
1 38-37 / SPRaO LOT 2,BLDGS
414-23 /OFR LAND
41 0-06 / TRACTOR SHED B/0
410-06 /CARDING MILL B/O
407-01 &02/RTE123LAND
407-02 / prrcHER mn farm b/o
41 0-06 /SUGAR HOUSE B/O
410-06 /NIMS BARN B/O
41 0-06,09;41 5-1 4;41 7-03 / CPR/RT 1 23
41 0-09 /CAMP ON CS POND B/O
410-09 / MANSELL HOUSE B/O




1 35-07 & 08 / RT 1 23 LOTS,BLDGS
1 23-09 / WHTY LOT 49
11 8-23 /WHTY LOT 35
420-11 /RT9LAND
420-1 6.1 / RTS 9/1 23 LOT, BLDGS
420-16.2 /ROBB LAND
420-17.01 /RTE9/BLDG.
420-26 /ROBB LAND LOT LINE ADJ
1 27-03 / WF,BACKLOT,BLDGS
403-04 /LAND-W/SHL
102-001 ,103-05 / WF.ATK LOT IV
1 03-04 /WF,ATK LOT III
101 -008 & 009/ HLSL0TS114, S115
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
ATTESI, DAVID J & BERNIER,
ATTESI, DAVID J & BERNIER,






BAILEY, HARRY A & NANCY N
BAILEY, LEON W & MARILYNN L
BAKER, GEORGE A & ELMA E
BAKER, KENDALL & ELIZABETH
BAKUN, DAVID E
BALDINI, DONALD J. & ELLYN C.
BALLOU. F HAROLD
BALLOU, GARY F & JASON
BALSIS, ROBERT J & DIANE, RE1
BALSIS, ROBERT J & DIANE, RE2
BANGS, PAUL F & BEVERLY
BARKER, GERALD B
BARKER, GERALD B
BARLOW, PAUL P & EVELYN M
BARNETT, CAROLE JAWORSKI
BARNHURST, KEVIN G
BARRELL, MARJORIE & ERVIN,
BARRETT, JOHN J & JANICE B
BARTLETT, CHARLES M
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &




BECK, DANIEL M & MARCY L
BECKLEY, JESSIE I, ETALS
BECKWITH, RALPH V & HARRIET
BEESO, MICHAEL & RITA
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BELANGER, MICHAEL R & HEIN,
BELL, JOHN R & CAROLYN A
BELOWSKI, ADAM J & BEVERLY
BELTZ, WILLIAM R. & FRANCES
BELTZ, WILLIAM R. & FRANCES
BENEDICT, PAUL
BENEDICT, RICHARD & JOAN,
BENNETT, GERDA A, ETALS
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 01 -037 & 038 / HLS LOT 51 7, 51
8
1 01 -6 1 / WF,HLS LOT 841 ,BLDGS
423-12 /RT 9 LAND
109-18/ HLD LOT 262
121 -22.3 /PRE LOT 18
1 20-04 /FR LOT 2
119-21 /WF,JLDLOT27
1 1 9-22 / WF,JLD LOT 26,BLDGS
1 27-48 / WF,AND RD LOT,BLDGS
405-02 / LOT-E/S DODGE FARM RD
1 23-1 1 / WHTY LOT 55
1 35-0 1 & 02 / RT 1 23 LOTS,BLDG
1 26-59 / WF,s™ RD LOT 5,BLDG
121-11 / WF,FRMN LOT 7,BLDG
1 04-05 /WF.HL LOT, BLDGS
1 04-06 /WF,HL LOT, BLDGS
11 3-1 7 / WF,CARR LOT 6,BLD6
113-16/W&HLOT8,BLDG
418-6/MLELOT10B4U1
418-10 /MLE LOT 14B4U1
418-11 /MLELOT15B4U1
1 35-29 / WF.IP LOT.BLDG
102-022 /HLS LOT S88
1 1 1-03 /SLE LOT 151,BLDGS
131-28 & 29/ MRDGH LTS 13,1 4,BLDGS
1 34-29 / WF.TFD LOT I3,BLDGS
421-19/ BACKLAND OFF BBR
110-21/ HLD LOT 236,235,234A,65
110-26 /HLD LOT 234,BLDG
110-27/ HLD LOT 233,BLDGS
110-28 /HLD LOT 88
11 0-34 /HLD LOT 50
111-12/HLDLOT232
1 3 1 -09 / 1 /3 W/BERNIER & LAVOIE
108-03 /HLD LOT 292
108-04 /HLD LOT 291
111-02/HLDLOr218
409-01 / PROCTOR LAND (1/2 INT)
1 35-37 & 38 / WF,TFD LOTS LI ,L1 A,BLDGS
1 37-29 /SBRLOT.BLDGS
11 8-42 /HLD LOT 19
11 8-44 /HLD LOT 18
118-50 /HLD LOT 17
1
1
8-52/ HLD LOT 18A
1 1 5-45 TO 47 / WF,SLE LOTS 53,54,BL0GS
110-24/ HLD LOT 64
1 22-03 / WFTFY LOT 57
1 34-22 / TFD LOT I8,BLDG
1 34-27 / WF.TFD LOT I6A (ROW)
41 4-05 /CPR LOT
414-04/CPRLOT
1 01 -074 / WF.HLS LOT S53,BLDGS
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
BENNETT, GERDA A & ROGER
BERGERON, DORIS S & ANNETTE
BERNAGOZZI, ARMAND E, JR.
BERNAGOZZI, ARMAND E, JR.
BERNIER, CARMEN
BERNIER, GERARD L & SUZANNE J
BERNIER, RICHARD, SR &
BERNIER, ROBERT & ANGELINA M
BETZ, RICHARD L & PENELOPE W
BEVERSTOCK, CAROLINE
BEZIO, PHILIP L & BONNIE L
BILLS, OLGA & ARTHUR
BIONDINO, RALPH R & JUNE M
BIONDINO, RALPH R & JUNE M
BISSELL, JAMES H
BISSELL, JAMES H C/0 RENO,
BISSET, JOHN W & BARBARA E
BIXBY, ROBERT C & WENDY SUE
BLACKIE, HAROLD
BLAIR, ROBERT G., Ill & ELLEN M.
BLAISDELL, JR. RAYMOND A. &
BLOCK, STANLEY A & CLAIRE W
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BLOMBERG. RAOUL BRUCE
BLOOD, ELTON W, SR & JEAN E
BLOOD, ELTON W, SR & JEAN E
BLOOD, ELTON W, SR & JEAN E
BLOOD, ELTON W, SR & JEAN E
BODELL, DR. BENSON & RLTTH
BODGE, FREDERICK A &
BONCZAR, MICHAEL P & JOANNE
BOND, RANDALL T & DAWN A
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BOTTICELLO, MICHAEL
BOULEY, LEO A & VIOLETTE M,
BOURASSA, KIMBERLY
BOURN, RODNEY E & HELEN M
BOWMAN, ROBERT G. TRUSTEE
BOWRING, MARGARET
BOWRING, MARGARET
BRAGG, LESTER & ELIZABETH A
BREAULT, DAVID L & KATHERINE
BREAULT, DAVID L & KATHERINE





BROOKMAN, ROBERT & MATTHEW
BROOKMAN, ROBERT & MATTHEW
BROOKMAN, ROBERT & MATTHEW
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
101-002 /HLD LOT SI 08
101-081 /WF,HLSLOTS215,BLDGS
414-7.31 / CPW LOT 3A, SEC 2
415-1 6.3 / WF.CGCP LOT 3,BLDGS
131-40/ MRDGH LOT 11,BLDGS
123-01 /KSLOT,BLDGS
1 02-024 & 025 / HLS LOT S90,S91
1 31 -09 / 1 /3 W/BEAUDIN & LAVOIE
1 27-49 / WF.AND RD LOT.BLDGS
423-1 5/ SOUTH ST LOT
101-017&018/HLSS105&S106,BLDGS
408-24 / RT 1 23 LAND.BLDGS
115-22/SLELOn8
115-23/SLELOn9
1 37-70 / OFF NSR LOT
1 37-66 / OFF NSR LOT
11 1-14/ HLD LOT 230
101-071 / WF,HLS LOT S50,BLDGS
402-01 /LAND OFF KINGS' ST
1 26-14 /RT 123 LOT.BLDGS
422-1
2
/RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
1 1 5-38 & 39 /SLE LOT 48,47
1 26-46 / ZR LOT.SHED
126-51 / WF.ZR LOT, BLDG
1 35-4 1 TO 43 / TFD LOTS (2/9 INT)
1 35-49 / IP BEACH (2/9 INT)
1 35-55 & 57 / TFD LOTS LI 0,L1 3,SHED
1 35-56 / WF.TFD LOT LI 2,BLDG
1 02-057 & 058 / WF,MER 4 & 5A,BLDGS
1 31-32 & 33 / M^DGH LOTS 20,21 ,BLDG
1 03-1 7 & 1 8 / WF.HLS LOT S802,S803, BLDG
1 18-39 /HLD LOT 11A
1 24-34 /WF,LSU LOT 23
1 24-35 / WF.LSU LOT 24
114-06/WF,HLLOr,BLDGS
1 16-19/ HLDLOT 101
110-1 3 /HLD LOT 280
134-06 /TFD LOT J5,BLDG
1 22-26 / WF,WHTY LOT 3,BLDGS
1 36-23 / WF.TFD LOT A7A (ROW)
136-25 /TFD LOT A7
104-1 7/ WF,CARR L0T4B,BLDG
115-14&19/HLDLOT78
116-33 /HLD LOT 91
1 24-09 / WF,LSU LOT 4,BLDGS
1 37-48 /WF,GL LOT, BLDG
1 21 -09 / WF.FRMN LOT 5,BLDGS
121-22.1 /FRELOT20
1 1 8-03 / WHTY LOT 46,MH,SHEDS




TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
BROOKS, JAMES C & NANCY W
BROOKS, JAMES C & NANCY W
BROWN, RICHARD C
BROWN, RICHARD C
BRUNELLE, MAURICE E &
BRUNELLE, MAURICE E &
BRYER, JAMES H & BRENDA J
BSG & COMPANY
BUCELEWICZ, WILLIAM &
BUGBEE, LEON & MASTRIANNI, D
BULL, AVIS I.
BUNKER, GENE R & ROSANNE M
BUNKER, GENE R. & ROSEANN
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCILLA B
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCILLA B
BURDETT, MICHEAL JAMES &
BURKE, JOHN KELLY
BURKE, STEPHEN E & MARIE C
BURR, HAROLD L & MARGO M
BURT, CHARLES R
BURTON, RICHARD A & CYNTHIA
BUSH, CHARLES R & SANDRA A
BUSH, J & A & LABRIE, A & T
BUSH, RAYMOND B & FRANCES J
BYRNE, MARY E
BYRNE, MARY E
CAHILL, BRIAN W & DONNA
CAHILL, FRANCES
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CALL, MARY L
CALLINAN, WILLIAM & KUEGLER,
CAMERON, JAMES D & BECKY M
CAMPAGNA, JOSEPH A. JR. &
CAMPBELL, DONALD





CARLIN, KEVIN & JANIS G
CARLISLE, ARNOLD H & PAULINE
CARLISLE, DALE & CAROL
CARLISLE, DON D. & KERRY L.
CARLISLE, DON & KERRY
CARLOTTO REALTY TRUST
CARLSON, RUSSELL R, JR &
CARLSON & STEELE
CARLSON, WILLIAM A &
CARROLL, DAVID & DIANE
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
106-05/ HLD LOT 317
106-06 /HLD LOT 316
101-1 02 &1 03 /WF.HLS SI 94,81 95,BLDG
101-1 07 /HLSL(jrW-SA,BLDG
11 1-06 /HLD LOT 221
111-07/ HLD LOT 222
412-07/RT9LAND,BLDGS
105-48 /LTBY LOT LI 5
131-05 /WF,DBLOT,BLDG
1 1 3-20 / WF.CARR LOT 8,BLDGS
1 26-27 / WF.OAR LOT.BLDGS
108-07/ HLD LOT 282,BLDGS
108-08 /HLD LOT 282A
114-11 /SHRLOT
114-13/ WF,B&E LOT 6,BLDG
102-034/ HLS LOT SI 00
1 20-07 /FR LOT 5
117-17/ HLD LOT 23
1 03-08 / WF.HLS LOT S502,BLDG
1 22-1 / WHTY LOT 30C,MH & SHED
1 03- 1 4 & 1 5 / WF,HL LOTS, BLDGS
101-086 & 087/ WF,HLS
1 23-02 / KS LOT,BLDGS
1 1 -065 & 066 / WF.HLS S44,S45,BLDGS
111-31 /HLD LOT 162
111-32/ HLD LOT 137
126-19 /RT 123 LOT.BLDGS
127-12/ANDRDL0T,BLDGS
128-03 /1 834 HOUSE, LOT
410-08;411-10;414-10,13,15,16,19,20,
41 9-04.2, 05.1 & 05.2 / ROBB LAND & BOYLE
414-18/B00TRUSLAND&CAMP
131-30 /MRDGH 1 8,19,MH,BLDG
1 27-02 / WHTY RD LOT,BLDGS
1 18-16 & 18/WHTYLOT26,27,BLDGS
I 34-34 / WF.TFD LOT Jl 7,BLDGS
1 26-37 /SHRLOT.BLDGS
I I 2-03 /WF,HLD LOT 323
138-21 / WF.GL LOT,BLDG
1 39-46 / WF.PRSLR LOT 1 7,BLDGS
139-46.1 / WF,PRSLR,L0T17,BLDG
1 20-29 /HLA LOT 12,BLDG
11 8-58 /HLD LOT 14
1 28-06 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS
408-02 / RT 1 23 LAND.BLDGS
1 20-06 / FR LOT 4,BLDG
421-1 1.2 /RT 9 LAND
1 01-049 / WF.HLS LOT S29,BLDGS
11 6-22 /HLD LOT 98
11 6-24 /HLD LOT 96
1 27-37 /WF.ANDRD LOT, BLDGS
126-18/ RT 123 LOTBLDG
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
CARUSO, GAIL R
CASTOR, SUSAN J; TRUSTEE
CASTOR, WESLEY R, JR ESTATE
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE
CAVALLERO, RICHARD & LYNN
CAVALLERO, RICHARD & LYNN
CAVALLERO, RICHARD & LYNN
CECE, ELIZABETH J
CERQUA, RICHARD J & JERI M
CERQUA, RICHARD J & JERIE M
CHAGNON, NANCY G
CHAGNON, THOMAS & NANCY
CHAMBERLAIN, CHRISTOPHER S
CHAMBERLAIN, MARILYN
CHAMPAGNE, NORMAN L &
CHAMPNEY, JAMES E, JR &
CHAMPNEY, MARK A & LISA D.
CHAMPNEY, RONALD E & AMY
CHANDLER, VICTORIA; ETALS
CHANDLER, VICTORIA; ETALS
CHANDLER, WILLIAM E &
CHANDLER, WILLIAM E &
CHAPMAN, LEONA E & BURNO,
CHARETTE, GERALD F &











CICHOWSKI, HENRY T & JENNIE
CICHOWSKI, HENRY T & JENNIE
CIRIELLO, JOHN L. & MARY ANN
CLARK, DENNIS & CAROL
CLARK, DOROTHY L
CLARK, FRANK & PATRICIA N
CLARK, HENRY & CLARK, ALBERT
CLARK, JOHN A & PAULINE W
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A& JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, PATRICIA E (MCMAHON)
CLARK, ROBERT H & ELIZABETH R
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 24-02 & 32 / WF.LSU LCR" 21 ,BLDG
1 04-04 /WF.HL LOT, BLDG
415-20/WF,CPLGT,BLDGS
107-07 /HID LOT 210
1 1 9-23 / WF.JLD LOT 25,BLDG




1 1 3-74 /LTBY LOT LI, BLDG
113-71 /LTBY LOT LI A
1 15-81 /HLD LOT 109,BLDGS
1 15-82/ HLD LOT 108, FND
41 1-1 2.1 2 /OAR LAND
1 1 6-26 &27 / HLD LOTS 70,71 , BLDGS
107-13/ HLD LOT 152
422-04.1 / CH^PY LOT 1, BLDGS
422-04.2 / CHIPPY LOT 2
422-04.3 / CHNPY LOT 3
415-12/WF,CPLAND
422-07.7/ OCR BACKLAND
1 37-82 / RT 9 LOT
1 37-83 / Frr 9 LOT
125-10.1 & 10.2/SHRLOT,BLDGS
1 01 -005 /HLS LOT S1 11,BLDGS
1 1 1-35 /HLDLOT 142
1 22-04 /WHTY LOT 54B
1 23-08 /WHTY LOT 48
123-10 /WHTY LOT 50
1 31-07 /RT 123 LOT,BLDG




101-1 22 &1 23 /HLS LOTS 5315,3316
101-079 & 080 /WF,HLS
1 1 3-35 / WF,CARR LOT lO.BLDGS
1 1 3-36 / WF.CARR LOTl 1
1 21-10 /WF,FRMN LOT 6,BLDG
1 28-09 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS
1 35-46 & 47 / WF.TFD LOTS L8,L2;BLDG
1 20-10 /WF,FR LOT 6,BLDGS
113-61 / LTBY LOT LI 8,BLDGS
408-25 /RTl 23 LAND.BLDG
1 30-07 /OFR LOT
1 30-08 / OFR LOT
130-13/ WF.RT 123 LAND
130-14 /RTl 23 LOT,BLDGS
414-22/ MILL RD LOT
421-18/ BACKLAND
134-41 / WF,IP LOT,BLDG
1 05-02 / WF,CARR LOT 1 5B,BLDG
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD











COHEN, HERBERT & PHYLLIS G
COHEN, SUSAN M & TOD ALAN
COLASURDO, MICHAEL J & DIANE
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLE, CALVIN C, SR & GLADYS V
COLE, EDWARD C & JOANNE C
COLLIER, FRANK M & RITA M
COLLIER, STEPHEN M
COMFORT, LAWRENCE & MARY
CONDON, ROBERT J & MELINDA B
CONGDON, WILLIAM S. & JUNE
CONGDON, WILLIAM S. & JUNE
CONGDON, WILLIAM S & JUNE;
CONGREVE, WILLIAM & JEAN W
CONKLIN, DWIGHT E.




COOK, JOHN W & VERA M
CORDNER, KENNETH, JR & ALMA





COSKER, JOHN & LINDA
COSTANZO, LAVINA S; ETALS
COSTELLO, JOHN & GENEVIEVE
COSTIN, DAVID, JR & CLAIRE S
COTTER, BERNARD P & AGNES
COTTER, TIMOTHY J &
COTTON FAMILY TRUST, THE
COURTEMANCHE, ROGER L &
COX, WILLIAM T & HAZEL M
COYNE, JOHN D. & COHEN,
CRESSY, JOHN E & NANCY J
CRESSY, JOHN E & NANCY J
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION




419-7.22 /CLNE LOT I.BLDG
133-17/ WF,TFD LOT D7
41 9-07.2 / TARBOX RD LAND,BLDGS
420-03.1 /CNTYRDLAND,BLDGS
1 09-05 /HLD LOT 264
1 09-06 /HLD LOT 265
109-07 /HLD LOT 266
1 21-1 2 / WF.FRMN LOT 8,BLDG
103-11 / WF.HLS LOT S804
424-32 / ARKWD LOT, BLDGS
1 35-4 1 TO 43 / TFD LOTS ( 1 /9 INT)
135-49 /BEACH (1/9 INT)
1 35-51 & 52 / WF,TFD LOTS L5,L7,BLDGS
421-07/6RAYL0T6.BLDGS
1 04-28 / WF.CARR LOT 9,BLDGS
1 02-089 / WF.HLS LOT S2 1 7,BLDGS
41 8-95 / MLE LOT 1 8B3U2,CAMP
1 35-04 / RT 1 23 LOT.MH.BLDGS
1 1 5-49 / WF,HLD LOT 1 1 5A,BLDG
1 1 4-04 / WF.TLMN LOT 2,BLDG
11 7-24 /HLD LOT 56
1 1 4-05 / WF,TLMN LOT 1 ,BLDGS
1 1 9-42 / WF,CNGRVE LOT 1 ,BLDGS
1 1 9-40 / WF.WHTY LOT 1 7,BLDGS
110-12 /HLD LOT 281
107-01 /HLD LOT 247
109-1 2 /HLD LOT 257
109-13/ HLD LCfT 258
132-13/WF,IPLOT,BLDG
113-60/LTBYLOTL1,BLDG
11 0-33 /HLD LOT 51
1 1 5-66 / WF.HLD LOT 1 07C,BLDGS
115-67 /HID LOT 107A
1 15-84 /HLD LOT 107B
1 1 9-20 / WF,JLD LOT 27A
1 35-12 /RT 123 LOT,BLDG
1 33-09 / WF.TFD LOT C5
1 34-40 / WF,IP LOT.BLDG
1 39-30 & 32 / WF.ARKWD LOTS.BLDGS
1 33-06 & 07 / WF,TFD LOTS C2,C3,BLDGS
11 0-38 /HLD LOT 59
127-11 / AND RD LOT.BLDG
415-28/WF,CPLOT
127-10/ AND RDLOT.BLDGS
1 03-1 3 /WF.HL LOT, BLDGS
1 26-67 / RT 1 23 LOT
1 26-68 / RT 1 23 LOT,BLDGS
424-19/ ARKWD LOT 2
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
CROAN, PETER B
CROCKETT, CYNTHIA M
CROTEAU, JOHN & JOANNE M,
CULLEN, THOMAS, JAMES &




CURRID, CHARLES H & REGINA M
CURRY, MAY L
CURTIS, LAWRENCE R &
GUSHING, KAREN A. &
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R
CUTTING, BRUCE C








DANIELS, GEORGE H & NEVA E
DANIELS, GORDON & LAURA
DARCY, JAMES T, JR & SUSAN A
DARDANI, NOEL H.
DAVIDSON, JOHN & JOAN
DAVIS, DONALD D & ISABEL B &
DAVIS, FREDERICK D & ESTELLE C
DAVIS, JAMES H & SANDRA C,
DAVIS, JOHN R & ELINOR H
DAVIS, ROBERTA R.
DEANGELIS, EDSON R.




DEMASI, ANDREW & GALE
;
DEMATTEO, STEPHEN P, JR &
DEMATTEO, STEPHEN P, JR &
DEMEOLA, WILLIAM & PATRICIA
DEMERS, DAVID C C/0 SMITH,
DEMERS, DAVID C C/0 SMITH,
DEMERS, DAVID C & MARCIA R
DEPIERREFEU, ALAIN Y
DERMANOUELIAN, ARAM
DESROSIERS, REED B. & APRYLLE
DEVEAU, ALBERT R & DORIS I
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
424-24 /ATENRD LOT, BLDGS
102-063 & 064 / WF,HLS S243,242,BLD6S
1 29-05 / MSR LOT.BLDGS
112-15/WF,HLDLOT331,BLDG
418-12/MLEL0T16B4U1,BLDG
41 1-04 /MSR LAND




1 30-04 / OFR LOT.BLDGS
107-17/HLDL0T148, BLDG
120-01.1 / EATON TRKB,BLDGS
410-01 & 02.2 /CPR LOT
410-03 /CPR LOT
415-15/ KNIGHT RD LOT, BLDG
415-16.7/ WF.CP LOT
136-17 /WF.TFD LOT A5,BLDGS
101-046 / WF.HLS LOT S26,BLDG
417-02 / BACKLAND OFF BOULDER RD
417-06/BAaLAND




1 21-22.8 /WF,FRE LOT 13,BLDGS
1 33-1 3 / WF.TFD LOT D3,BLDG
421-08/GRAYL0T7,BLDGS
422-1 5.1 / RT 9 L^ND,BLDGS,MH
1 39-52 & 53 / WF.PRSLR LTS 1 0, 1
1
118-19/WHTYLOT31,BLDGS
1 38-1 9,20,40,41 ,42 / WF,GL ACCESS
I 36-32 /WF,TFD LOT All
1 22-27 / WF.WHTY LOT 2,BLDGS
139-21 /CW LOT.BLDGS
102-059 / WF.HLS LOT S247,BLDG
1 39-24,25,37,38 / WF,CW LOTS,BLDGS




424-35 / ARKWD LOT 1
2
I I 9-28 /HLD LOT 85A
119-30/WF,JLDLOT19.BLDGS
1 27-08 & 09/ AND RD LOT.BLDGS
1 26-1 1 / WF.DB LOT.BLDGS
1 30-1 5 /RT 123 LOT
416-01 /BACKLAND
422-1 6 /BACKLAND OFF RT 9
421-17/ BACKLAND
139-1 2 & 13/CWLOTS.BLDGS
41 8-107 /MLE LOT 7B3U2
CUR U




DIDONATO, JAMES A & CYNTHIA
DIEHL, DAVID C & LORELEI S







DIGIACOMO, ANTHONY D &
DILUZIO, CHARLES N &
DINES, JOSEPH & SYLVIA












DOUGAL, WALTER A., TRUSTEE
DOYLE, THOMAS R
DRESCHER, PETER J.
DRISCOLL, FRANCIS J JR & ANNE
DRISCOLL, LINDA & CLYDE E
DROUIN, CRAIG G.
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE
DUBY, RUSSELL R & CYNTHIA M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M
DUGAN, NORBERT L & DORIS E.
DUGRAY, ROBERT E
DUHAMEL, ROBERT R, MD
DUNCAN, DAVID J & DEBORAH M
DURAL, BRUCE T & SUSAN J
DURAND, EDWARD A & RAYMOND
DURWARD, KATHLEEN R &
DWYER, MAURICE F & JANICE G
EADES, ROBERT A
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD









EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M
EDWARDS, JOHN W & BERTHA R
EDWARDS & SHIPPE C/0 JAMES
EDWARDS & SHIPPE % JAMES L
EININGIS, STANLEY
ELLIOTT, DAVID N. & MARY E.
ELLIOTT, JAMES A. & CANDACE
ELLIOTT, JAMES & CANDACE D.
ELLIOTT, RANDY
ELLIS, BARBARA L & WALTER E
ENGLUND, ROBERT J. & ALFRIEDA
ERLER, JOEL F, NOREEN & JON F
ESTES, RICHARD D
EVES, LLOYD & MARION
EWING, JAMES D & RUTH D




FARRELL, INDA E, KIRK & SHAUN
FARRELL, SHAUN & MARGARET
FARRELL, SHAUN R. &
FAULKNER, CHARLES S &







FAULKNER, CLARENCE A &
FAULKNER, H KIMBALL
FAULKNER, HENRY & KATE
FAULKNER, ROSEMARY
FEE, ROBERT A. & SHELLY L.
FELIX, DONALD R & JEAN L
FELT, MARY E & GREENE, HAROLC
FELTUS, CARROLL M & JOYCE
FENNELL, JAMES S. & BELINDA L.
FENTON, PHILLIP & TONI
FERENC, MARK & RHONDA
FERNANDES, DOMINGO P. &
FERNER, DAVID R & BETTY JANE
FERNWOOD ROAD PROP. OWNERS
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
408-04 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS
1 25-24 /SHR LOT
1 26-52 / WF,SHR LOT.BLDGS
1 22-34 /WF LOT
1 22-36 / HL LOT
128-12/ KS LOT
1 28-13 /KSLOT.SHED
41 1 -03 / E/S KINGS ST LAND,BLDGS
125-11/ SHR LOT.BLDG
131-17& 1 8 / MRDGH LOT 1 ,2
1 31 -22 & 23 / MRDGH LOTS 5,6,BLDGS
1 31-24 /WF,MRDGH LOT 6B
1 30-22 /RTl 23 LOT,BLDG
418-14/MLELOT9B6U1
418-15/MLELOT10B6U1
1 26-02 / WF,DB LOT.BLDGS
408-26 / RT 1 23 LOT
408-21.2/ RT 123 LOT
408-21 .3 / MRDHG LOT 3, BLDG
408-21.1 / MRDHG LOT 1 , BLDG
420-29 / RT 1 23 LOT. BLDG
1 39-47 & 48 / WF.PRSLR LOT 1 6,BLDG
1 01 -052 / WF.HLS LOT S32.BLDGS
421 -27 /RTl 23 LAND
121 -24 /EATON LOT C
1 38-14 & 45 / WF,GL LOT & LAND,BLDGS
1 26-03 / WF.DB LOT.BLDGS
1 35^ 1 TO 43 / TFD LOTS ( 1 /9 INT)
135-49 /BEACH (1/9 INT)
1 35-50 / WF.TFD LOT L4,BLDG
1 02-0 1 6 & 1 7 / HLS LOT S83, S84,BLDG
102-012&013/HLSL0TS79A, S79
1 02-0 1 4 & 1 5 / HLS LOT S80, S82
407-01 /CAMP ON ANDORRA LD





41 0-06 /CAMP ON ANDORRA LD
41 0-09 /DUSSALT HOUSE B/O
410-09 / PRATT HSE.ANDORRA LD
1 23-04 / WHTY LOT 43,BLDGS
1 37-46 & 60 / WF.GL LOT.BLDGS
1 37-35 /NSR LOT.BLDGS
104-12/WF.HLLOT. BLDGS
419-08/CNTYROLOT
1 25-25 / SHR LOT.BLDG
111-08/SLELOT71
421-20/ BACKLAND OFF BBR
116-32/HLDLOT92,BLDG
1 20-20 / WF. HLA ISLAND
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
FIASCONARO, GEORGE
FILES, TERRY H. & SANDRA H.
FIONDELLA, ALPHONSE J &
FIONDELLA, PAUL & CHARLA B
FISH, JILL E
FISKE, MALCOLM A.
FITZPATRICK, MARY E &
FLAHERTY, FRANCIS E & EVELYN
FLANAGAN, ROBERT JR. &
FLEMMING, DONALD N & PAULA K 133-14/ WF,TFD LOT D4,BLDG
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 07-02 /HLD LOT 246
1 36-1 1 & 1 2 / WF.TFD LCTS Ml ,M2,BLDGS
113-10/ WF,W&H LOT 2,BLDGS
404-03 / DODGE LAND, BLDG
421-28/RT123LAND,BLDGS
1 22-20 / WF.WFfTY LOTS 8,9;BLDGS
424-25 /ATENRD LOT, BLDG
11 8-61 /HLD LOT 35
415-16.1 / WF,CGCP LOT 1,BLCX3
4 1 7-04 & 1 / BOULDER RD LOTS, BLDGS
1 3 1 -25 / WF.MRDGH LOT 1 7,BLDG
11 5-78 /HLD LOTH 2
121-15 /FRMN LOT A,BLDG
1 26-70 / WF.RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS
1 37-33 / SBR LOT.BLDGS
FLETCHER, LAURA
FLETCHER, RAYMOND & HAZEL
FLOOD, SCOTT WILLIAM
FLORIAN, ROY S. & IRENE J.
FOLLANSBEE, RICHARD D &
FONTAINE, JEAN M
FORCIER, THOMAS J & LUCILLE A 122-13 / WHTYLOT,BLDGS
FOREHAND, STEPHEN D & JANET 1 34-07 / TFD LOT J6
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B 118-10/ WF.WHTY LOT 20,BLDG
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B 124-06 / FRSTTRK II.FND
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B 1 24-1 2 / WF.LSU LOT 7,BLDG
FORSTER, WALTER & FRANCES 1 1 1 -04 / HLD LOT 21
9
FORSTER, WALTER & FRANCES 111-05/ HLD LOT 220
FORSYTH, WILLIAM G & JOAN 1 33-08 / WF.TFD LOT C4,BLDG
FOSBERRY, CHARLES F & LEIGH D 1 26-39 / SHR LOT.BLDGS
FOX, ROBERT S & PATRICIA A
FRAULINI, BARBARA G &
FRAZIER, ROLAND J & SUSIE H
FREDRICKSEN, ARTHUR E &
FREEPORT DEVELOPMENT, INC.
FREEPORT DEVELOPMENT, INC
FULLER. BARRY & JOYCE
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSE M
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSE M
FULTON, WAYNE S & AMY L
FYFE, BRADFORD
GABERSECK. TIMOTHY J. &
GAGNE, PETER C
GAGNE, PETER C
GAGNON, DAVID R & NANCY L
GAGNON, GLENN P & LAURA M
GAGNON, JOSEPHINE & COTA,
GAGNON, PAUL M & DORIS Y
GALEY, HELEN F
GALLANT, RUTH & PATRICIA A
GALLOWAY, JEAN M ESTATE
GALLUP & HALL
GANLEY, MARY M
1 39-29 & 32.01 / WF.HEALY LOTS 27B
1 22-1 6 / WF.WHTY LOT 1 3,BLDGS
1 01-062 & 063 / WF,HLS S42,S42A,BLDG
115-61 TO63/WF,HLD33,34.120A,BLDGS
403-03 / LAND-W/S HL (1/2 INT)
415-01 /BACKLAND
41 2-05 / OAR LOT.BLDGS
420-1 8 /OKCR LAND
420-27 /OKCR LOT
101-001 /HLSLOTS107
1 1 -077 & 078 / WF.HLS S56.S57.BLDG
107-11 /HLD LOT 302
11 0-06 /HLD LOT 288, BLDG
1 05-0 1 / WF.CARR LOT 1 SA.BLDGS
137-1 3 /WF.GL ACCESS LOT
1 37-84 / RT 9 LOT
108-10 /HLD LOT 276
106-15/ HLD LOT 305,BLDG
1 37-24 / BRD WF.SBR LOT.BLDGS
135-19/RT 123 LOT.BLDGS
408-1 6 /QUEEN ST LAND.BLDGS
101-044 & 045 / WF.HLS S24,S25,BLDGS
122-1 4 /WF.WHTY LOT 15
401 -02 /LAND OFF QUEEN ST
418-122/MLELOT4B5U2
GARAND, KENNETH & MARVELINE 414-07.5 / CPW LOT 5,BLDG
GARLAND, RICHARD L. & ELAINE 1 26-57 / WF.STN RD LOT 3.BLDG
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
GARNETT, GORDON A. &
GARNETT, GORDON A. &
GARNETT, GORDON & ZELASNY,
GARRITY, EDITH I






GAY, JERROLD R & BEVERLY A
GAY, LOIS W




GETTY, VIVIAN L, STEPHEN E &
GIANFERRARI, EDMUND A &
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA
GIBBS, KENNETH N & MONA N
GIBBS, KENNETH N & MONA N
GIBBS, MELVIN E & JUDITH A
GILCHREST, PHILIP W, JR
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE
GIRARD, DAVID P. & BARBARA
GIRARD, DAVID P & BARBARA
GLANCE, MARY
GLEASON, NANCY
GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C
GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C
GLEBUS, MARY L
GLOWNEY, LAWRENCE R &
GOAD, BARBARA FERCHAK
GODDARD, JAMES D &
GODDARD, JAMES D &
GODDARD, JAMES D &
GODFREY, JOSEPH P & KATHLEEN
GOODALE, ROBERT C & SALLY A
GOODENOUGH, PETER W. &
GORE, FRANK E & BARBARA C
GORZELANY, TERRY H
GORZELANY, TERRY H
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSTYLA, PETER J
GOSTYLA, PETER J. & ELIZABETH
GOSTYLA, PETER J. & ELIZABETH
GOTTEL, DEBRA A.
GOULART, JOSEPH & DONNA
1 37-1 1 / WF.RT 9,GL LOT,BLDGS 0.1
411-11. 6/SBAL0T2 5.4
414-21 / MSR LAND, BLDGS 53.0
115-28/SLELOT64 o.S
116-15/HLDLOT46 1.6
1 37-30 / SBR LOT.BLDGS o.l
122-31 /WF, LOT 26,BLDGS 0.5
1 1 3-07 / W&H LOT 9 0.2
1 1 3-08 / WF,W&H LOT 0.8
113-11 & 12/ WF,W&HL0T3,BLDGS 0.3
1 24-03, 30 & 3 1 / WF.LSU LOTS 1 9,20,BLDG 1 .6
1 39-50 & 5 1 / WF.PRSLR LTS 1 2, 1 3,BLDGS 1 .4
119-19/SLELOTB6 0.2
408-17/D0ERDL0T,BLD6S 8.3
122-11 & 12/ WHTY LOT 29 1.2
122-18 & 19 /WF.WHTYLT 11, 10;BLDGS 1.0
1 04-29 / WF.CARR LOT,BLDGS 0.3
137-38 /SBR LOT.BLDGS 0.2
1 02-032 /HLS LOT S98 0.2
1 02-004 & 005 / HLS LOT S72,S73,BLDG 0.4
102-033 /HLS LOT S99 0.2
421-04/GRAYLOT4,BLDGS 13.2
423-1 4 /SOUTH ST LOT, BLDG 1.1
418-18/ MLE LOT 17B3U1 o.l
1 39-35 / WF,GL ACCESS o.O
424-23 / ARKWD LOT 1 3.2
418-35/MLELOT10B4U3 o.l
422-26 / RT 9 LAND 23.2
420-03.3 /CNTYRDBACKLAND 2.0
420-04 /CNTYRD LOT 5.2
1 39-26 & 36 / WF,CW LOTS.BLDGS 0.2
109-15/HLDL0T259A 4.5
109-16/ HLD LOT 260 2.3
1 10-01 /HLD LOT 290 1.8
110-O2/HLDLOT289,BLDG 1.7
110-11 /HLD LOT 284 1.4
1 02-080 / WF,HLS LOT S226 0.3
1 33-10 /WF,TFD LOT C6,BLDG 0.3
124-01 /WHTY RDLOT.BLDG . 3.0
113-01 /WF, GORE LOT 2A 0.3
1 25-04 / ZR LOT 0.2
1 25-05 / WF,ZR LOT.BLDGS 0.2
107-14/ HLDLOT 151 1.9
107-15/ HLD LOT 150 1.3
107-16/ HLDLOT 149 1.5
107-21 /HLDLOT 144 1.3
107-22 /HLD LOT 143 2.6
104-10/ WF.HL LOT. BLDG 0.6
1 27-36 /WF AND RD LOTS 0.2
1 27-41 / ANDERSON RD o.7





TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
GOULD, JOAN M
GOULET, LEOPOLD & PAULINE
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRIMNA
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
GRAINGER, EDWARD J & CLAIRE L
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E & VIRGINIA
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E & VIRGINIA
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E & VIRGINIA
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
GRANT, LYLE D & JULIA V
GRANT, LYLE D & JULIA V
GRANT, LYLE D & JULIA V
GRANT, LYLE D. & JULIA V.
GREEN, DONALD C & JEAN R
GREEN, DONALD C & JEAN R
GREEN, SAMUAL
GREEN, SAMUEL




GRESTY, RONALD, SR & JUDITH
GRESTY, RONALD, SR & JUDITH
GRIBBLE, LAWRENCE V & NORITA
GRIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH
GRIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH
GRIEZE-JURGELEVICIUS,
GRIEZE-JURGELEVICIUS,
GRIFFON, ROBERT R & ELIZABETH
GRIMARD, ROGER W & GOULD,
GRINUK, MARK A. & CHARLENE E.
GRISKONIS, JOSEPH
GROBECKER, RICHARD






GUAY, RICHARD & DONNA LEE










HALEY III, ROBERT & MARTENIS,
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 1 9-32 /HLD LOT 85B
1 22-37 / WF,LSU LOT 1 ,BLDGS
106-16/ WF,HLD LOT 306
106-14/ HLD LCrr 308
106-17/WF,HLDLOT307
101-034TO036/WF,HLSS14-S16,BLDGS
106-01 /HLD LOT 320
106-02/ HLD LOT 31 9,BLCX3S
107-09 /HLD LOT 300
1 38-01 / ISLAND IN GRANITE LAKE
1 35-^1 TO 43 / TFD LOTS (1/9 INT)
135-49 /BEACH (1/9 INT)
1 35-58 / WF.TFD LOT LI 6,BLDGS
135-59/WF,TFDLOTL15
124-05/FRSTTRKI
1 24- 1 4 & 1 5 / WF, LSU LOT 9, 1 0A.BLDGS
41 2-03 /OAR LOT
412-01 / OAR LAND.BLDGS
1 05-39 & 40 / WF,PC LOTS,BLDG
109-09 /HLD LOT 268
109-10 /HLD LOT 269
1 04-03 /WF.HL LOT, BLDG
1 1 8-47 /JDL LOT 19,BLDG
118-48/JDLLOT20
117-03 /HLD LOT 8
118-27/ WHTY LOT 39,BLDGS
1 18-28 /HLD LOT 1
124-11 / WF.LSU LOT 6,BLDG
408-06 / RT 1 23 LAND
1 01 -094 / WF.HLS LOT S202,BLDGS
11 9-02 /HLD LOT 38
102-103& 104/ HLS LOTS 3279,8280
116-10/SLE, LOT337
1 1 -030,031 ,032 / WF,HLS LOT SI
1 01 -01 3 & 014 /HLS LOT S1 19, 3118
1 26-13 /RT 123 LOT.BLDG
1 37-06 /WF.GL ACCESS LOT
1 37-52 & 55 / WF.GL LOT
1 37-79 / RT 9 LOT
1 02-01 8 TO 021 / HLS S85 TO S87,BLDG
101-016/HLSLOTS130,BLDGS
424-21 /ATEN ROLAND
I 38-24 & 33 / WF,GL ACCESS & LOT.SHED
101-104TO106/WF,HLSS193,S192,BLDG£
101-050 & 051 /WF,HLSS30,S31,BLDG
107-25/ HLD LOT 21 3
414-30 /LANDOFFRT 123
1 36-44 TO 48 / WF.TFD B8,A,C1 ,A,2A,BL0GS
126-61 / WF.STN RDLOT,BLDGS
1 1 9-36 / BAKER ISLAND
1 1 9-37 & 38 / WF,WHTY LOT 1 8
I I 7-0 1 & 02, 1 1 8-34,35 & 36 / HLD LOT 5,6
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
HALL, FRANK (REV) & ANITA
HALL, JAMES A & HAROKA T
HALL, WAYNE G & KATHY A
HALTER, JOHN D & DIANE G
HAMEL, RONALD L(l/2)&
HAMILTON, HAZEL S
HAMILTON, KELLY J. &
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA M
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA M
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA M
HAMPOIAN, HARRY & DIANE
HAMPTON, WILLIAM C, JR
HAMPTON, WILLIAM C, JR
HANNA, ALAN L & ALICE M
HANSFORD, ROSE
HANSON, JEAN M
HANSON, WILLIAM E, ELVIRA I.






HARRINGTON, WALTER H &
HARRIS, DAVID R & MERLE W





HATHORN, HELEN A & SEAVER,
HAVEN, HAVEN & ROUISSE
HAVEN, HAVEN & ROUISSE
HAVEN, TARCZEL, KSR
HAYES, CASEY J. & HELEN M.
HAYES, GLORIA E & EVANS,
HAYES, JOSEPH S & ARLENE C
HAYES, JUDITH M
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN




HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A.
HEALY, DONALL & JOYCE
HEALY, DONALL & JOYCE
HEALY, DONALL & JOYCE
HEALY, HERBERT C & SHIELA E
HEALY, JANE F
HEALY, JANE F
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
414-08 /CPR LOT
1 26-60 / WF.STN RD LOT 6,BLDG
420-01 /RT 9 LOTBLDG
1 37-68, 69 & 72 / NSR LOT.BLDGS
1 27-42 / WF.AND RD LOT,BLDGS
1 36-08 / WF.TFD LOT M5,BLDG
107-19 /HLDLOri 46
1 37-50 & 57 / WF,GL LOT.BLDGS
423-05 / PRIEST LAND (1/2 INT)
1 37-73 / 1/2 W/HODGDON NSR
101-093 / WF.HLS LOT S203,BLDG
108-01 /HLDL0T295, BLDG
1 08-02 /HLD LOT 293
113-30&33/CARR LOTS 1 1A/B,BLDGS
101-100 & 101 /WF,HLS
118-14/WHTYL0T24
414-01 / DODGE LAND (1/2 INT)
120-01.2/ EATON TRK A
1 37-65 / NSR LOT.BLDGS
41 7-05. 08 & 09 / BOULDER RD LD. BLDGS
1 37-49 & 58 / WF.GL LOT.BLDG
422-09 /RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
41 2-06.1 , 06.2 & 06.3 / OAR/RT 9 LAND
1 27-27 / WF.AND RD LOT.BLDGS
I 20-27 /HLA LOT 8,BLDGS
II 6-25 /HLD LOT 95A
105-16/ WF.HL LOT.BLDGS
1 05-30 /HL LOT
105-32/ W/SPWRLNRD





1 20-03 /FR LOT 1. BLDG
106-1 8 /WF.HLD LOT.BLDGS
1 38-26 & 31 / WF.GL LOT.BLDGS
420-10 /RT 9 LAND
1 38-27 & 30 / WF.GL ACCESS & LOT.BLDGS
420-06 / RT 9 LAND.SHED
420-07 /RT 9 LOT.BLDGS
1 14-19 /WF.B&E LOT 1
118-20/WHTYLOT32
418-02 / BACKLAND OFF CPR.BLDGS
41 8-67 /POWER HOUSE
41 8-05 /BACKLAND OFF CPR
41 8-20 /MLE LOT 10B7U3
418-59,60.61.62,63,&64/ GATE HOUSE
418-66/MLELOT4B1U1
124-16 &18/WFLSU LOTS lOB.ll.BLDG
424-07 / BACKLAND
424-09 /ARKWD LOT 10
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OP RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
424-14/ ARKWD LOT 6
424-15 /FARM LOT, BLDGS
424-1 6 /ARKWD LOT 5
424-17/ ARKWD LOT 4
424-18 /ARKWD LOT 3












HEBERT, ARTHUR L & NANCY A
HEBERT, VERDE W, JR & PAMELA 1 15-35 TO 37 / SLE LOTS 49-51,BLDGS
HEIM, AUDREY, M 408-05 / RT 1 23 LOT,BLDGS
HELLER, DALE E 1 34-02 / TFD LOT J
1
HENDERSON, K DOUGLAS & 109-14/ HLD LOT 259
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 1 1 1 - 1 6 / HLD LOT
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 1 1 5-07 / HLD BAO<L0T
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 1 1 5-09 / SLE BACKLOT
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 115-13/ HLD BACKLOT
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 1 15-1 5 / HLD BACKLOT
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 115-18/ HLD BACKLOT
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 1 1 5-29 / HLD LOT
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 1 15-42 / HLD LOT
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 1 1 5-48 / HLD LOT
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 1 1 8-43 / HLD LOT
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 1 18-49 / HLD LOT
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 118-51/ HLD LOT
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION 1 19-07 / HLD LOT
HIGHLAND LAKE ASSOCIATION 1 02-42 / BEACH
HILCHEY, JOSEPH H & GEORIANA 1 1 1-13 / HLDLCT 231
HILDRETH, ALICE
HILDRETH, WILLIAM L
HILL, ELIZABETH P., TRUSTEE
HILL, KENNETH & LUCILLE
HILL, LUCY B & HILL, ROGER M.
HILL, LUCY B ; WICHLAND,
HILL, LUCY B ; WICHLAND,
HILL, ROGER & CAROL
HILL, ROGER M & CAROL M
HILL, ROGER M & CAROL M
HILTZ, RONALD E
HILTZ, RONALD E





HODGSON, MARK S. & SHERRI L.
HOFFMAN, CAROLYN C & TERRY E
137-31 /SBRLOT.BLDG
1 37-32 /SBR LOT
121-01 / WF,MANN TRK II.BLDG
1 23-06 / WHTY LOT 41 ,BLDGS
1 37-09 / WF,RT 9,GL LOT.BLDG
422-02.1 1 & 23 / RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
422-24 / MCaURE BACKLAND
1 37-07 /WF.GL ACCESS LOT
1 37-08 /WF.GL ACCESS LOT
422-02.1 2 /RT 9 LAND
418-91 /MLELOT4B4U2
418-92/MLELOT5B4U2
1 30-09 / OFR LOT
137-073/ 1/2 W/HAMILTON
1 37-27 /GLWF,l/2 INT BEACH
1 37-51 & 56 / WF.GL LOT.BLDGS
423-05 / PRIEST LAND (1/2 INT)
1 24-08 / WF,LSU LOT 3,BLDG
106-10/ HLD LOT 31
2
HOFFMAN, CAROLYN C & TERRY E 131-1 1 / RT 1 23 LOTMH.BLDGS
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN 416-02 / BACKLAND
HOGG, FRANK W & GWENNETH 1 1 6-34 / HLD LOT 90,BLDGS
HOGUE, TIMOTHY E & WOODS, 1 08-22 / HLD LOT 250,BLDG
HOLLAND, DONALD, JR 41 1 -1 2.1 1 / OAR LAND
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD




HOLMES, ROBERT L & DENISE
HOLMSTROM, CYNTHIA J
HOMFELD, GEORGE J & GLORIA G
HOOPER, MICHAEL J & WHITE,
HOPKINS, MILDRED E., TRUSTEE
HORSFALL, ETHEL & JAMES H






HUARD, AIME, JR & DEBRA L
HUARD, AIME, JR & DEBRA L
HUARD, AIME, SR & GEORGETTE
HUARD, AIME, SR & GEORGETTE
HUARD, AIME, SR & GEORGETTE
HUBER, DEAN G & RUTH E
HUNTER, ALAN & LINDA
HUNTER, HAZEL I
HUNTLEY, RUSSELL J. & TRACY
HURD, CHERYL A
HUSSEY, CHRISTINE M.
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & Vv^AYNE
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & WAYNE
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & WAYNE
HYATT, JAMES & ALICE
HYDE, CHARLES E, SR
INACIO, JOHN W. & CONSTANCE
INGERSON, FRED E., TRUSTEE OF
IRELAND, NATHANIEL F & HELEN
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
IVES, DAVID & ELAINE
JABLONSKI, MICHAEL & LYNN
JACKSON, SHERWOOD L. & ELLEN
JACKTER, FRANKLIN & ANN C
JAMES, RONALD W & JANICE G
JAMES, RONALD W & JANICE G
JAREST, DAVID G. & LYNN M.
JAREST, DAVID G. & LYNNE M.
JARVIS, LAWRENCE F & CAROLE
JARVIS, STEPHEN S, III &
JEFTS, MABLE H




TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
411-14.2/SHRLAND,BLDG
1 24-07 / WF.LSU LOT 2,BLDGS
411-12.20/OARLAND.BLDG
1 26-43 / SHR BACKLOT
41 5-24 TO 26 / WF.CP LOT.BLDG
114-07/ WF,HLLOT,BLDGS
133-12/WF,TFDLOTD2,BLDG
109-11 / HLD LOT 256,BLDG
41 6-05 / GILSUM/STDRD LOT,BLDG
1 26-40 / WF.SHR LOT.BLDG
1 26-33 / OAR LOT, MH
1 35-41 TO 43 / TFD LOTS (1/9 INT)
1 35-44 & 45 /TFD LOT L9,BLDGS
135-49 /BEACH (1/9 INT)
418-56/MLELOT2B5U1
418-57/MLELOT1B5U1
1 1 3-06 /W&H LOT lO.BLDG
403-02 / MINNOTT SURVEY (1/5 INT)
1 1 3-22 / WF.CARR LOT 9,BLDGS
11 3-34 /CARR LOTS 10A\B
403-02 / MINNOTT SURVEY (3/5 INT)
411-11. 3/SBA LOTS





11 6-07 /HLD LOT 27
11 7-20 /HLD LOT 25
117-21 /HLD LOT 26
424-12 /ARKWD LOT 8
119-04/HLDLOn04
118-11/WHTYLOT21,BLDGS
1 02-074 & 075 / WF,HLS S232,S23 1 ,BLDG
408-03 / RT 1 23 LAND.BLDGS
1 02-082 TO 085 / WF.HLS S22 1 -S224,BLDG
1 02-095 TO 098 / HLS LOTS S271-S274
1 22-1 5 / WF, WHTY LOT 1 4,BLDGS
108-16 /HLD LOT 270, BLDG
408-09 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS
120-26/HLAL0T9
1 14-18/ WF,B&E LOT 2A,BLDGS
114-20/B&ELOT2B
11 8-04 /WHTY LOT 51
11 8-05 /WHTY LOT 52,BLDG
115-52/WF,SLELOT47
105-06 / WF.CARR LOT 19,BLDGS
1 26-72 / WF,RT 1 23 LOT,BLDG
1 34-33 / WF,TFD LOT J 1 8,BLDG
114-22 /GORE LOT 4
1 1 7-23 / HLD LOT 55
121-22.7/ FRE LOT 14
CUR U




JOERGER, WILLIAM & PALONEN,
JOHNSON, ASTRID S.C.%
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, LESTER M; HEIRS
JOHNSON, LOUISE V
JONES, GEOFFREY T. & CAROLYN
JONES, GEOFFREY T. & CAROLYN
JONES, MARTHA E





JUBERT, MICHAEL J & KAREN J
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KAPANTAIS, STEPHEN & LORNA
KAPIJ, JERRY E & SOPHIE
KAUFER, MARIE A
KAUFMAN, ROBERT Y (VC-ADM)
KAUFMAN, ROBERT Y (VC-ADM)
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J &
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J &
KAVJIAN, ANDREW & FALZONE,
KELLY, FRANCIS J, JR &
KEMPF, DOROTHY J
KENNEDY, WILLIAM & PATRICIA
KENT, KENNETH M & EWELS,
KENYON, STEVEN G & LINDA M
KERBER, EVELYN E. TRUSTEE
KERBER, EVELYN E. TRUSTEE
KERCEWICH, JERRY, JR &
KERNOZICKY, KONSTANTIN
KIDESS, ATTALLAH A & HELEN B
KIEHN, ERIC & VIRGINIA 2
KIESSLING, EDWARD P & ELISSA
KILEY, MILDRED
KILLEFFER, ROBERT A, JR &
KIMBALL, STANLEY & MYRNA
KINGSBURY, HILLARY C. C/0
KINGSBURY, MARY K
KINGSBURY, MARY K (1/5 INT)
KIRBER, WILLIAM M. &
KIRBER, WILLIAM M. &
KIRBY, JOSEPH F & ELIZABETH P
KIVELA, THOMAS F & MARY LOU
KIVELA, THOMAS F & MARY LOU
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 21-23 /WF.FRMNLGT.BLDGS
1 36-38 / WF.TFD LOT B3,BLDGS






1 26-26 / WF.GAR INLET ACCESS
1 26-36 / OAR/SHR LOT.BLDGS
1 31-35 / MRDGH LOT 22,BLDG
114-08/WF,HLLOT,BLDGS
131-41 /MRDGH LOT 10
1 02-043 /WF,HLS LOT 861
1 02-044 / WF.HLS LOT S62,BLDG
420-05 /CNTYRD LOT. BLDGS
101-019 /WF.HLS LOT S51
11 5-1 7 /HLD LOT 80
11 8-62 /HLD LOT 34
1 1 9-33 / WF.HLD LOT 85C,BLDGS
1 1 9-34 / WF.HLD LOT 85D
101-041 TO043/WF,HLSS21-23,BLDG





113-51 / WF,CARR LOT.BLDGS
11 7-07 /HLD LOT 35
119-10/ HLD LOT 85,BLDGS
1 02-006 /HLS LOT S74
1 20-08.3 / WF,FRE LOT 1 2,BLDGS
115-65/WF,SLELOT31,BLDG
118-12/WHTYLOT22,MH
1 26-28 / WF.OAR LOT,BLDG
1 26-29 / WF.OAR LOT,BLDGS
1 28-08 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS
130-19/WF,DBLOT,BLDG
105-05 / WF.CARR LOT 18,BLDGS
1 20-32 / HLA LOT 1 S.BLDG & BACK LOT 1 6
1 02-046 / WF.HLS LOT S64,BLDGS
1 31 -42 & 43 / MRDGH LOT 9,BLDG
1 35-14 /RT 123 LOT,BLDG
1 20-24 / WF,HLA LOT 1 ,BLDG
1 38-04 / WF.GL LOT,BLDGS
41 5-37 /WF.CP LAND
415-06/WF,CPLOT
1 1 4-24 /SHR LAND
1 20-35 / WF,HL LOT.BLDG




TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
KLEBANOFF, MARGIE & FLORIAN,
KLEBANOFF, MARGIE & FLORIAN,
KLIE, HESTER G
KNICELY, GERALD E & BARBARA
KNIGHT, STEPHEN H & VIKKI L
KOCHIS. LAURA B C/0
KOGHIS, LAURA B C/0
KOELLER, FLOYD E & JOAN G
KONTROVITZ, NICHOLAS A &
KOPRISKI, MICHAEL J & MARION
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA
KRAVARIK, GEORGE R &
KRIDER, MARK R & DEBORAH L
KRUTT, RICHARD L
KSR PARTNERSHIP
KUBECK, GERALD E & BARBARA
KUEHL, JOHN F. JR & BETH E
KUMPU, WALTER R & MARJORIE
KUMPU, WALTER R & MARJORIE








LABUKAS, JOHN C & JODI M
LACHANCE, MARK & PAMELA
LADD III. HAROLD J & JUDITH L
LADD III, HAROLD J. & JUDITH L
LAFARGUE, FLORENCE W
LAFLAMME, ROGER E & CLAIRE T
LAFLEUR, MARK R & LISA M
LAFRANCHISE, EDWARD J &













LAMY, MAURICE & JANE
LANDALE, DEAN & CHRISTINE
LANDRY, CHRISTINE & WALKER,
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 2 1 -04 / WF,FRMN LOT C.SHEDS
121-16/ FRMvl LOT B.BLDG
128-16 /RT 123 LGT.BLDGS
1 27-06 / WF.RT 1 23 LAND.BLDGS
118-37/HLDL0T10,BLDG
41 2-02 /OAR LOT
412-04/0ARL0T,BLDGS
1 1 3-46 & 47 / CARR LOTS 1 3B,1 4B,BLDGS
1 27-01 /WTNYRD LOT
102-056 / WF.MER LOT 3,BLDG
104-26 / WF,CARR LOT 7,BLDGS
104-27/ WF.CARR LOT 8
1 30-03 / RT 123/OFR LAND.BLDGS
120-21 /WF,HLAL0T4,BLDGS
120-18/HLAL0T6,BLDG
1 22-24 / WF.WHTY LOT 5,BLDGS
112-18/ WF.HLD LOT 334,BLDG
1 23-03 / WHTY LOT 44
101 -076 / WF.HLS LOT S55,BLDGS
102-040 & 041 / WF.HLS LOTS 558,859
417-07/ATENRDBACKLAND
41 8-1 23 /MTN LAKE ESTATES LOT
115-26/HLDLOT75,BLDGS
115-30/HLDLOT74
1 15-31 /HLD LOT 73
115-32/HLDBACKL0T78A
11 6-28 /HLD LOT 72
108-27 /HLD LOT 240
120-09.1 /WF,FRELOT10,BLDG
420-03.2 /CNTYRD LAND. BLDGS
108-19/ HLD LOT 253
108-20/ HLD LOT 252
1 37-39 / WF GL.SBR LOTBLDGS
418-13/MLEL0T18B4U1
109-19/ HLD LOT 263
1 34-03 & 04 /TFD LOTS J2,J3
1 34-38 & 39 / WF.TFD LT J 1 4pJ 1 4A,BLDGS
1 07-28 / HLD LOT 242
1 39-02 / CW LOT
1 39-05 TO 08 /CW LOTS
423-01 / BACKLAND OFF NSR
424-26 / ARKWD LOT 1
9
424-27 / ARKWD LOT 1
8
424-28 / ARKWD LOT 1
7
424-29 / ARKWD LOT 1
6




1 26-55 / WF,STM RD LOTBLDGS
132-11 / WF.IP LOT.BLDG
108-06 /HLDLOT 283. BLDG
129-1 4.2 /RT1 23 LOT.BLDGS
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
LANG, CHARLES & DARELLE J
LANGILLE, EDWARD D & HAZEL
LANNI, CHARLES L & NICHOLAS
LARIVIERE, CHRISTOPHER J
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G., TRUSTEE




LAVOIE, YVONNE C/O MELLIN,
LEARY, PATRICK J. & JAN V.
LEDWITH, ROSWELL B & DOROTHY
LEE, HENRY R, JR & MARY
LEES, GEORGE E, JR & BALL,
LEFRANCOIS, JOHN M &
LEHRMAN, HENRY J, III
LEHTINEN, MARY & EDWIN
LEINWEBER, RICHARD & MAUREEN
LEKBERG, JIM M & REBECCA H
LEMIEUX, DAVID K & JEAN M
LENT, DALE & RICHARD






LES, JOHN & JANICE
LES, JOHN & JANICE
LESSARD, AIME E. JEANNE M.
LEVANDOWSKI, ROBERT A &
LEVERING, CHESTER E & DEBRA J
LEVERING, CHESTER E & DEBRA J
LEVESQUE, ALBERT A. &
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F




LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LIGHTBODY, JOHN LEROY LIVING




TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 37-20 / BRK WF,NSR/SBR LOT,BLDGS
1 1 -095 & 096 / WF,HLS S20 1 ,S200,BLDG
1 08-23 /HLD LOT 249
1 27-39 / WF,AND RD LOT,BLDGS
1 37-85 / R9 9 LOT.BLDG
1 37-86 / RT 9 LOT
1 37-43 / SBR/NSR LOT,BLDGS
n8-02/WHTYLOT45
1 23-07 /WHTYLCfT 47
131-09/1/3 W/BEAUDIN & BERNIER
1 36-1 8 & 1 9 / WF.TFD LOTS A3,A4,BLDG
101-054 / WF,HLS LOT S34,BLDG
1 19-01 /HLD LOT 36,BLDG
1 02-039 /HLS LOT 381
I 39-49 / WF.PRSLR LOT 14,BLDGS
404-05/ DODGE LAND.BLDG
41 0-04 /CPR LOT
120-16/HLAL0T14
1 1 -024 & 025 / WF.HLS S5,S6A,BLDGS
I I 8-07 / WHTY LOT 54A,BLDG5
102-023 /HLS LOT S89,BLDG
130-21 / WF.DB LOT.BLDG
101-055 / WF,HLS LOT S35,BLDG
11 1-24/ HLD LOT 155
1 11-25/ HLDLOT 156
108-18/ HLD LCfT 254
411-05/ MSRLOT.MH
111-26/HLDLOT 157
11 1-28/ HLDLOT 159
1 31 -20 / N«DGH LCfT 3A,BLDGS
125-14/ WF,WLKR RDLOT.BLDGS
107-26/ HLD LT244,BLDG





414-02,03, 14 & 41 5-33 /CPR LAND
415-31 /WF,CPLOT
415-32/WF,CPLOT
1 20-37 / HU\ PARCEL B.BLDG
418-1 13 /MLE LOT 5B2U2
418-114/MLELOT4B2U2
104-13 /WF,PC LOT
405-01 .3 / LAND-E/S DODGE FARM RD
405-03 / LAND-E/S DODGE FARM RD
405-04 / LAND-E/S DDG FRM RD.BLDGS
113-63/LTBYL0TL9,BLDG5
405-01.1 /LAND OFF SHEDD HILL RD.
111-18/HLDLOT129
11 1-30 /HLD LOT 161
1 1 8-57 / WF,JLD LOT
CUR U
ACRES ACRES
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
LOUGHREY, DAVID K & JUDITH B,
LOUNSBURY, JOAN E. & OTHERS
LOUNSBURY, MARY C
LOY, REINHARD S & OLIVIA M
LUBLIN, GERALD R & SHERI H
LUND, EARLE L & MARY N
LYMAN, ROBERT % WILLIAM
LYONS, KEVIN & CLAUDIA
LYONS, THOMAS R.
MACALLISTER, JOHN & JOAN
MACARTHUR, BARBARA
MACDONALD, EDWARD J & IRENE
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H &
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H &
MACKENZIE, WARREN A. & ARLIE
MACKENZIE, WARREN A. & ARLIE
MACKINTOSH, DONALD S & DONA
MADDEN, JOHN F & EVELYN,
MADDEN, JOHN F & EVELYN,
MADORE, NORMAN W
MADORE, NORMAN W
MAGNANl, GEORGE R & PAULA
MAGRO, FRANK & ELIZABETH
MAHLAND, MARGARET A
MAILLET, CHARLES J & MARILYN
MAILLETTE, BERNARD F & NANCY
MAINE, CRAIGEN FAMILY TRUST
MAJORS, JACK L & DIANE; ET
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MANGAUDIS, BRIAN E. &
MANN, THOMAS A, ANN &
MANSELL, JAY & ZALENSKI,
MANZ, ROBERT L & ISABELLA M
MANZ, ROBERT L & ISABELLA M
MARA, PHILIP E & MAUREEN W
MARCHAND, JEAN-PIERRE
MARCINUK, ADAM J. &
MARCINUK, ADAM J. &
MARCINUK, ADAM & ROSE &
MARCINUK, ADAM & ROSE &
MARINELLO, JOSEPH & DIANA
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN








TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 27-47 / WF.AND RD LOT.BLDGS
414-24/ O'NEIL LAND
119-41/ WF.CNGRVE LOT 2,BLDGS
1 39-03 & 44 / WF.CW LOTS,BLDGS
120-11 / WF.FR LOT 7,BLDG




1 38-22 / WF,GL LOT.BLDGS
414-32/ BROWN LAND
1 37-87 / RT 9 LOT.BLDG
41 4-7.4& 41 5-1 6.5 / CPW LOT 4 & WF.CGCP
415-1 6.6 / WF.CGCP LOT 6,BLDGS
134-23/WF,TFDLOTIl,BLDGS
134-31 /ROAD-N/V
1 05-04 / WF.CARR LOT 1 7,BLDGS
415-17/WF,CPLOT,MH
415-18/WF,CPL0T,BLDG
1 1 3-37 /CARR LOT 12E
113^1 /CARR LOT 13E,BLDG
107-20/ HLD LOT 145
119-39/ WF.WHTY LOT 1 6,BLDGS
11 7-06 /HLD LOT 41
117-04/HLDLOT9,BLDG
105-13/WF,HLLOT,BLDGS
404-04 / DODGE LAND






107-04 /HLD LOT 21 2A
11 9-06 /HLD LOT 102
11 9-05 /HLD LOT 103
107-12/ HLD LOT 303
101-011 /MLS LOT S1 17, 1/2 INT.
1 01 -056 / WF,HLS LOT S36,BLDG. 1/2INT.
101-011 /HLSL0TS1 17
101-056/ WF.HLS LOT S36,BLDG
1 02-049 / WF.HLS LOT S67,BLDG
114-16/ WF,B&E LOT 4
114-17/WF,B&ELOT3,BLDGS
1 35-06 / RT 1 23 LOT,BLDGS
103-07 /WF,HLS LOT S501
101-108 TO 113 /HLS LOTS S301 T0S306
101-116& 117/HLSLOTSS309,S310
102-081 /WF,HLSLOTS225
1 02- 1 1 & 11 1 / HLS LOT 5286,3287
102-1 16 /HLS LOT S292
103-12 /HL LOT
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
MARREN, JOHN J. JR.
MARSHALL, RICHARD A. &




MARTIN, ROGER E & JUDITH W
MARTINAGE, KATHI & SCOTT
MARTLAND, WALLACE A &





MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N





MCCARTHY, JAMES J. &
MCCARTHY, JAMES J. &
MCCARTHY, THOMAS J & SUSAN
MCCLURE, JAMES K. & THERESA
MCCOLL, PAULA & BRUCE W.;
MCCORMACK, CHRISTOPHER &
MCCRACKIN, JAMES D &
MCCRACKIN, JAMES D &
MCCULLOUGH, HUGH & VIOLET E
MCDONOUGH, MARTHA &
MCDUFFEE, DUANE A. & NANCY K.
MCENANEY, ELEANOR &
MCGOWAN, PAUL W & JOYCE K
MCGOWAN, PAUL W & JOYCE K
MCGOWAN, PAUL W. & JOYCE K.
MCGOWAN, PAUL W & JOYCE K
MOVER, KIM & BRIAN
MCKELVEY, HARRY S.
MCLAUGHLIN, LORETTA
MCLAUGHLIN, ROBERT G. &
MCLELLAN & MCMAHON
MCLELLAN & MCMAHON
MCLEOD, MARK A & ANN M
MCMAHON, TERRENCE S &
MCOSKER, TIMOTHY C & JANE D
MCPADDEN, MICHAEL & JUDITH
MEADOWSEND TIMBERLANDS
MEAUSKY, JAMES & MAUREEN
MEDNIS, ARVIDS
MEDNIS, ARVIDS
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 38-34 / SPRaO LOT 5,BLDG
125-01 / SHR LOT, BLDGS
1 1 2-14 /WF,HLD LOT 330
411-07T0 09/M5RLOTS,BLDGS
102-086 & 087 / WF.HLS LOTS 8220,821
9
1 02-09 1 TO 094 / HL8 LOTS S267-S270
121-18/FRMNLOTD
131-12 /RT 123 LOT,BLDG
102-070 & 071 / WF.HLS S236,S235,BLDG
1 02-1 06 TO 108 / HLS LOTS S282-S284A
1 26-56 / WF,s™ RD LOT,BLDGS
411-11.1 /SBAL0T7
414-7.32 / LOT 3B, CPW, SEC 2
415-16.2/WF,CGCPLOT2
1 10-03 /SLE LOT 32
110-04/SLELOT31,BLDG
110-05 /SLE LOT 30
1 27-1 8-20,25,26 / WF,AND RD LOTS.BLDG
1 31 -46 & 47 / MRDGH LOT 8,BLDG
119-03/HLDLOT39




107-05 / HLD LOT 2 12B
41 9-09 / CNTY RD LOT,W,SHED
1 27-40 / WF.AND RD LOT.BLDGS
1 20-05 / FR LOT 3
108-13 /HLD LOT 273
108-14/ HLD LOT 272
407-04 / LOT-W/S KINGS ST
1 1 3-58 / LTBY LOT LI 2,BLDGS
116-11 / HLD LOT 52,BLDGS
125-1 2 /SHR LOT
421-01 /GRAY LOT 1
422-17 /BACKLAND OFF RT 9
422-1 8 / BACKLAND OFF RT 9
422-21 / TAYLOR-GREEN LAND
121-21.3/WF,CGHLLOT4
1 26-74 / WF,RT 1 23 LOT.BLDG
1 01-033 / WF,HLS LOT SI 3,BLDG




113-14& 1 5 / WF,W&H LOTS 5,6,BLDG 1/2
1 30-05 / RT 1 23/OFR LOT.BLDGS
119-25/WF,JLDLOT23,BLDGS
1 06-20 /WF.HLD LOT.BLDGS
413-06/ OLD KNE/CNCRD RD LAND
1 1 8-26 / WHTY LOT 38,BLDGS
1 35-4 1 TO 43 / TFD LOTS ( 1 /9 INT)
135-49 /BEACH (1/9 INT)
CUR U
ACRES ACRES
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B









MEUSE, CLARENCE J & CHRISTINE
MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARY M
MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARY M
MICHALEWICZ, JEANNETTE D.M.




MILLER, DONALD & JOAN L
MILLER, DONALD & JOAN L
MINER, BONNIE L.
MINER, BONNIE LEE
MINIE, DONALD E & MARY ELLEN
MINTON, GAEL R. & TYREE
MINTON, TYREE G. & GAEL R.
MIXA, THOMAS
MOE, W WEST & RLTTH H
MOLESKY, ANTHONY T & ETHEL M
MOLESKY, ANTHONY T & ETHEL M
MONADNOCK DEVELOPMENTAL
MONIZ, MARK
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONIA L
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONIA L
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONIA L





MONTY, KEVIN & KENDALL,
MOONEY, JOHN
MOONEY, WARREN F, JR.
MOONEY, WARREN F, JR
MORRIS, JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, T. SCOTT & CINDY L.
MORTON, ROBERT W & MARIANN
MOSSBERG, WILLAIM R., JR. &
MOSSBERG, WILLIAM R., JR. &
MOULTON, ALAN H & NANETTE L
MOWAT, WILLIAM, JR &
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
108-31 /HLDLOT98
1 09-03 /HLD LOT 298
1 09-04 /HLD LOT 299
1 04-24 / WF.CARR LOT 5, BLDGS
104-25 / WF.CARR LOT 6,SHED
1 1 3-39 / WF, CARR ISLAND, BLDGS
1 30-23 / WF.DB LOT,BLDGS
421-9.1 /STAPLES LOT 1
103-01 /WF.HL LAND, 21 CTGS
105-12/WF,HLLOT,SHED
409-01 / PROCTOR LAND (1/2 INT)
1 12-17/ WF.HLD LOT 333
121-13/ WF.FRMN LOT 9,BLDGS
121-14/ WF.FRMN LOT 10, NB
131-19/ IVRDGH LOT 3,BLDG
1 28-07 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS
129-12 /RT 123 LOT
101-059 /WF.HLS LOT S39,BLDGS
422-08 /RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
132-01 / WF.IP LOT.BLDG
132-09 /IP LOT
423-07 /L^NDS BLDGS
423-06 / BACKLOT OFF RT 9
1 37-2 1 & 22 / BRK WF.SBR LOT.BLDGS
125-19/ WLKR RD LOT.BLDGS
1 25-1 6 / WF.WLKR RD LOT.BLDGS
1 20-36 /HLA PARCEL A.BLDGS
1 35-34 / WF.TFD LOT K3,BLDGS
1 34-21 / TFD LOT I7,BLDG
1 34-28 / WF.TFD LOT ISA (ROW)
126-12/ RT 123 LOT.BLDGS






131-13 /RT 123 LOT. FND
1 31-1 6 /WF.IP ACCESS
131-16.1 /RT 123 LOT
111-34 /HLD LOT 141, BLDG
408-19 / RT 123 LOT,MH,SHED
408-1 / DOE RD LOT,MH,SHED
408-1 8 / DOE RD LOT.MH.SHED
108-24 /HLD LOT 248
403-01 / LAND-COPELAND RD
1 1 7-22 / HLD LOT 54
1 1 -047 / WF.HLS S27.S28,BLDG
415-23.3/ WF.CP LOT
414-06.2 /CPR LOTS
120-17 /HLA LOT 7,BLDG
120-13/ WF,FR LOT 9,BLDG
CUR U
ACRES ACRES
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
MOYNIHAN, TARA & MOLESKY,
MOYNIHAN, TARA & MOLESKY,
MUCKLE, PAUL J. & ROBIN M.
MUNDY, DARYL L & SUSAN A
MURDOCK, E, INC.
MURDOCK, RICHARD W. &
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, JAMES F & JUDITH A





NADEAU, PAUL R & EDMOND H







NELSON, MARK E, EARLC, &
NELSON, STEPHEN R & PHYLLIS A
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEWBY, JOHN R. & RENEE I.
NICHOLAS, JOSEPH T &
NICHOLS, CECIL & ULDENE, HEIRS




NICOLETTI, RICHARD A &
NORCROSS, ARTHUR C & JOAN M
NORTON, SARAH H
NUNES, AGOSTINHO N. & BAIR,
O'DELL, PATRICIA & CURTIS
OBRIEN, MARIE E
OBRIEN, MAURICE E, JR




OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 35-20 / RT 1 23 LGT.BLDGS
135-21 / LOT OFF RT 123
1 27-38 / WF.AND RD PENN,BLDGS
111-22/ HLD LOT 153,BLDG
424-01 / NELSON TL BACKLAND
1 37-47 & 59 / WF.GL LOT,BLDGS
1 39-45 / WF,GL LGT.BLDGS
424-22 / ATEN RD LOT
1 1 3-68 & 69 / LTBY LOT LS,L4, BLDG
1 1 2-20 / WF,HLD LOT 335,BLDGS
135-17/RT123LOT,BLDGS
11 6-29 /HLD LOT 95
11 6-30 /HLD LOT 94
116-31 /HLD LOT 93
121-21.2/WF,CGHLLOT3
411-11.2/SBAL0T6
1 20-22 / WF.HUV LOT 3
120-25 & 30 /HLA LOT 10
1 20-33 /HLA LOT 18
120-34 /HLA LOT 17
1 20-23 /WF.HLA LOT 2,BLDG
108-11 /HLD LOT 275
113-21 / CARR LOT 8A,BLDGS
1 13-65 /LTBY LOT L7, BLDG
136-1 3 /DAM, ISLAND POND
1 37-89 & 423-1 8 /RT 9 LOT
407-05 / PITCHER MTN FIRE TOWER
41 3-08 / "TWIN ARCH RESERVE"
421-05/ RT 9 BUFFER LOT
422-14/ RT 9 BUFFER LOT
423-1 7 / RT 9 LOT. NEW STATE SHED
126-01 /OCR LAND
126-10/WF,DBLOT,BLDGS
41 8-07 /MLE LOT 11B4U1
418-09 /MLE LOT 13B4U1
105-17/ WF,HLLOT,BLDGS
105-31 /HLLOT
1 21 -05 & 06 / WF.FRMN LOT 1 ,2,BLDGS
1 37-53 & 54 / WF,GL LOT,BLDG
1 37-75 / OFF NSR LOT
420-31 / RT 1 23 LOT, BLDGS
120-14.3/B/PLOT30.1
414-07.6 /CPW LOT 6
1 05-44 /SHR LOT,BLDGS
418-21 /MLE LOT 11B7U3
1 35-36 / WF,TFD LOT Kl ,BLDGS
408-07 / RT 1 23 LOT,MH,BLDGS
1 1 5-59 & 60 / WF.SLE LOTS 36,37,BLDG
1 02-030 & 03 1 / HLS LOT S96,S97,BLDG
117-11 /HLD LOT 20
117-12/SLELOT13,BLDG
11 7-1 3 /HLD LOT 21
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OLEYAR, GEORGE J, JR & DONNA
OLSON, ALBERT F. & RENICE E.
OLSON, BETSY N
OLSON, BETSY N &
ONEILL, EDWARD M & STEPHANIE
OPIDEE, MARIE E.
OPIDEE, MARIE E.
ORMON, M DALE & MARY J
ORMOND, JEREMIAH J &
OSENGA, WILLIAM, JR
OSTROWSKI, EDWIN J & VITA M
OSULLIVAN, JOSEPH W & TERESA


















PARROT, TED & PAMELA,
PATNODE, DOROTHY A
PATTERSON, RICHARD W &
PEATE, KENNETH & LESLIE
PEDRO, JOSEPH E, JR. & AMY
PEFFERS, WILLIAM F, LAURETTE
PELLEGRINO, DENNIS P & SERI K
PELLETIER, GERALD M
PELLETIER, ROGER R & RENA C




PERKS, WAYNE & JOANNE
PERKS, WAYNE & JOANNE
PERRON, ROBERT F & SUZANNE F
PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON,
PESSIN, JOSEPH & ROSE
PETERSON, ALFRED C
PFUNDSTEIN, GEORGE A
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
117-14&15/SLELOT11
1 26-53 / "MILL VILLAGE STORE"
106-12/ HLDLOT310
102-099 TO 102 / KLS LOTS S275-S278
1 34-42 / WF.IP LOT





1 18-33 /SLE LOT 6,BLDG
412-08/ RT 9 LOT.BLDGS
1 33-1 6 / WF.TFD LOT D6,BLDG
121-07/ WF.FRMN LOT 3,BLDGS
121-22.4/FRELOT15
I 22-1 7 / WF.WHTY LOT 1 2,BLDGS
119-16/SLELOTBIIB
131-25.1 /RT 123 LAND
408-29 / OFF RT. 123
118-01/WHTYLOT40
138-11 / WF.GL LOTBLDGS
1 26-04 / WF,DB LOT
1 16-20/ HLD LOT 100
116-21 /HLD LOT 99
411-11.7/SBALOTl
1 22-09 / WKTY LOT 30B,BLDGS
418-01 /BACKLAND
41 8-45 / MLE LOT 1 5B5U3,CAMP
418-46 / MLE LOT 14B5U3,CAMP
1 1 3-54 / LTBY LOT LI 4,BLDGS
1 1 3-55 /LTBY LOT
1 31-26 /MRDGH LOT 16,BL[3GS
132-16/WF,M&ALOT3,BLDG
1 37-1 2 / WF.RT 9,GL LOT,BLDGS
1 27-32 & 33 / WF,AND RD LOTS,BLDGS
1 06-04 / HLD LOT 304,BLDG
1 22-07 /WHTY LOT 28A,BLDGS
1 02-088 / WF.HLS LOT S2 1 8,BLDGS
1 1 5-50 / MALLARD ISLAND, BLDGS
411-13/0ARL0T,BLD6S
1 1 5-56 / WF.SLE LOT 41 ,BLDG
1 1 -003 & 004 / HLS SI 09 & SI 1 0.BLDGS
11 5-02 /HLD LOT 83
11 6-37 /HLD LOT 87
119-43/ WF.PENNINSULA
1 1 3-48 /CARR LOT 13C, SHED
I I 3-50 /CARR LOT 14C, BLDGS
101-064/ WF.HLS LOT S43,BLDG
414-01 /DODGE LAND (1/2 INT)
41 8-100 /MLE LOT 2B3U2
408-22 /RTl 23 LAND,BLDGS
104-19 /WF.CARR LOTS 3,11 A
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTIONOWNER OF RECORD
PHALON, ROBERT W & PHYLLIS 121-08/ WF,FRMN LOT 4,BLDGS
PHANEUF, ROGER K. & CINDY J. 1 23-05 / WKTY LOT 42
PHELAN, LINDA E & ALAN P
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. & NORA
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. & NORA
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. & NORA
421-15/ BBR LAND
107-23 / HLD LOT 21 5,BLDG
107-24 /HLD LOT 214
111-01 /HLDLOT216
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P & NORA ANN 1 29-02 / MSR LOT.BLDGS
PHILBRICK, STEVEN A &
PHILLIPS, JOHN N & HARRIET
PHILLIPS, JOHN N & HARRIET
PHILLIPS, JOHN N & HARRIET
PHILLIPS, JOHN N & HARRIET
PHILLIPS, LAURA J
PHILLIPS, WILLIAM &
PHILLIPS, WILLIAM D &
PICKERING, BRIAN L
PIEHL, GEORGE W & EMILY
PIKE, RICHARD, SR.
419-10/CNTYRDLAND,BLDG5
1 35-4 1 TO 43 / TFD LOTS ( 1 /9 INT)
135-49 /BEACH (1/9 INT)
1 35-53 / WF.TFD LOT L6,BLDGS
1 35-54 / WF.TFD LOT LI 1
1 22-25 / WF.WHTY LOT 4,BLDG
1 04-09 / WF,BUT LOT 3,BLDGS
1 04-07 & 08 / WF,BLrr LOT 1 ,BLDG
408-23 / RT 1 23 LAND.BLDGS
411-01/ CPR/MST LAND.BLDGS
1 1 5-33 & 34 / SLE LOT 55,54,BLDGS
PINCIARO, ANTHONY F & CLAIRE 1 25-08 / WF.ZR LOT.BLDG
PISANI, JOSEPH J








POLIFRONE, JOHN & LUCILLE K
POLIFRONE, LUCILLE & JOHN
POLLARD, KENNETH A.
POLLOCK, JAMES R
POLLOCK, ROBERT A & JEAN M




106-13/ HLD LOT 309,BLDGS
1 38-13 & 46 / WF.GL LOT.BLDGS
401-01 / LOT-STODDARD/MARLOW TL
408-13 /QUEEN ST LOT,SHED
408-1 4 /QUEEN ST LOT
408-1 5 /QUEEN ST LOT
408-28/ OFF RT. 123
11 2-02 /HLD LOT 321
131-21 /MRDGH LOT 4,BLDGS
131-44/ MRDGH LOT 7,BLDGS
1 26-32 / WF.M&A LOT 5,BLDG
1 25-27 / SHR LOT,BLDGS
102-067 TO 069 /WF.HLS
102-1 09 /HLS LOT S285
1 26-62 / WF, STN RD LOT.BLDG
1 26-63 / WF,STN RD LOT
PORTER, GEORGE L; REALTY, INC 1 27-50 & 51 / WF.AND RD LOTS.BLDGS
PORTERFIELD, JOHN M.
POST, IRVING & BETTY
POTHIER, LEANDER S & AMY P
POTTER, JAMES D & PATTI A
POWER, HARRY R & BEVERLY A
PRACON, HELEN M
PRATT, BRADLEY C & BRIAN
PRATT, BRADLEY C &
PRATT, BRADLEY C. & DENISE C.
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C;
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C; 422-05 / RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
PRATT, BRADLEY C, JR &DENISE 422-20.1 / PRATT LOTl
PRATT, BRIAN C & SANDRA L 422-20.2 / PRATT LOT 2, MH
PRATT, CHARLES F 422-2.2 / RT 9
PRATT, CHARLES F & MARY M 422-01 / RT 9 LOT, BLDGS
114-09/WF,B&ELOT7,BLDG
109-01 /HLD LOT 296
110-25 /HLD LOT 63
1 26-58 / WF.STIM RD LOT 4,BLDG
408-01 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS
1 24-10 /WF.LSU LOT 5,BLDG
422-20.3 / PRATTL0T3 ANYTINE
422-03 /RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
1 34-1 3 /TFD LOT Jl 2 & 13A




TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
PRATT, HOWARD
PRESCOTT, GREGG S & GAIL A




PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRIEST, DORMAN E
PRIEST, RLfTH
PROCTOR, DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROCTOR, DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROHASKA, CHARLES R & ELLEN
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PUTNAM, PATRICIA E & NATHAN
QUEREUX, ALFRED E & EDITH
QUIMBY, JAMES C. & NANCY 0.










READ, EDWIN G & REIDLINGER,
READ, JON & ANNETTE
READ, WALTER & JOAN
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B





REEKSTIN, WILLIAM F, ESTATE
REGENSBURGER, ALBERT F, JR &
REGENSBURGER, ALBERT F, JR &
REGINA, RICHARD
137-10/WF,RT9,GLLOT,BLDGS o.l




133-21 /WF.TFD LOT E4 1.0
1 34-05 /TFD LOT J4 1.3
419-1 3.2 /PARCEL A
1 36-20 TO 22 / WF.TFD LOTS A1 ,A2,A6A 0.9
136-26 /TFD LOT A6 0.3
41 3-2.2/ PARCEL B
1 03-06 /WF,HL LOT, BLDGS 3.3
1 37-23 / BRK WF.BACKLOT 0.0
1 01 -020 /WF.HLS LOT S51,BLDGS 0.2
101-021 TO023/ WF,HLSS2,S3,S4,BLDGS 0.9
1 24-25 & 26 /LSU LOT 44,BLDGS 0.5
11 5-05,06,10 /SLE LOTS 11,11A,12,BLDG 1.9
11 5-08 /SLE LOT 0.3
115-11 & 12 /SLE LOTS 14,14A 0.8
1 02-009 /HLS LOT S77 0.2
102-010/ HLS LOT S78 0.2
1 02-047 / WF.HLS LOT S65,BLDGS 0.2
1 02-048 /WF.HLS LOT S66,BLDG 0.2
1 27-52 /ELECLINES.ANDRD LOT
1 05-07 & 08 /WF,CARRTK1,2,MARINA o.l
105-24/CARRTRK3 o.O
1 05-45 /CARRTRK4,BLDGS 1.5
408-11 & 12 /QUEEN STLAND.BLDG 17.7
136-27,28,30,31 /WF,TFD 1.5
1 22-30 / WF, LOT 25,BLDGS 0.2
1 36-05 TO 07 / WF.TFD LOTS M6,M7,BLDGS 1 .9
1 35-03 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS 0.
1
1 38-08 / WF,GL LOT,BLDG 1 .0
133-15/WF,TFDLOTD5,BLDG 0.5
120-15/HLAL0T19 1.6
1 34- 1 6 / RT 1 23 LOT,BLDGS 0.6
1 27-24 / WF.AND RD LOT.BLDGS 0.6
42 1 -22 / BBR LAND, BLDGS 23.0
421-24/BBRLOT i.i
1 20-14.2 /B/P LOT 30 2.0
420-1 2 /RT 9 LAND, BLDGS 9.0
420-1 3 / BLDGS ONLY (READ LAND)
420-1
3
/RT 9 LAND, BLDGS 11.5
1 27-1 3/ AND RD LOT o.7
1 27-14/ AND RD LOT o.5
1 27-31 / WF.AND RD LOT,BLDG 0.5
1 31-34 /MRDGH LOT 26 o.S
131-38&38.1 /MRDGHLOT25, BLDGS 0.3
131-39 /MRDGH LOT 12 o.9
422-19/RT9LAND, MH I6.0
1 39-28 & 33 / WF,CW LOTS,BLDGS 0.2
107-18/ HLDLOT 147 1.5
1 08-26 /HLD LOT 241 i.i











REMILLARD, FRANCIS P &
REVICKI, ALBERT P & DELORES T
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR




RICK, MARC D. & CAROLYN J.
RICK, MARC D & CAROLYN J
RICKER, DENNIS A & LYNDA S
RICKER, DENNIS A & LYNDA S
RIDEL, JEROME F. & KAREN T.
RIDEL, JEROME F. & KAREN T.
RIESENBERG, JEROME C &
RIESENBERG, JOHN J, JR &
RINGLAND, VERA ESTATE
RIOUX, WILLIAM E & CYNTHIA J




RITCHIE, KENNETH & CAROLYN
RITCHIE, KENNETH H & BARBARA
RITCHIE, KENNETH H & BARBARA
RIVERS, HAROLD, JR
RIVERS, TIMOTHY M & MARY E
ROBBINS, KEVIN M. & DEBRA L.
ROBIDOUX, ARLENE F
ROBILLARD, VIRGINIA
ROBINSON, DONALD J & JEAN M
ROCKWELL, EARL A & BARBARA
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROENTSCH, FREDERICK P.
ROHR, THOMAS & JOAN
ROKES, STEPHEN J. & DIANA L.
ROSA, ANTONIO & RAFAELA
ROSEN, DANIEL D & ROYEA,
ROSEN, RICHARD S., WILLIAM S.
ROSLEY, THOMAS E
ROSPLOCH, JOHN M & JOANNE
ROSS, DANIEL & WALLACE,
ROSS, PAMELA J.
ROSS, SCOTT, JESSE, KERI;
ROSS, WILLIAM F & KATHERINA E
ROWAN, MELVYN & ARLENE
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
113-70/LTBYL0TL2A
1 1 3-73 /LTBY LOT L2
424-10 /ARKWD LOT 9
424-33 / ARKWD LOT 1
4
41 8-38 / MLE LOT 1 5B4U3,CAMP
1 36-37 / WF.TFD LOT B2
1 09-08 /SDC LOT 267
1 26-07 / WF,DB LOT
1 26-08 / WF,DB LOT.BLDGS
420-32 / RT 123 LOT,MH,SHEDS
115-20/SLEBACKL0T17A
422-06 / OCR LAND
422-07 /OCR LAND, BLDGS
112-16/WF,HLDLOT332
1 13-62 /LTBY LOT LI
1 02-072 & 073 / WF,HLS LOTS 5234,3233





420-20 & 25 / OKCR LAND
1 39-20 / CW LOT
139-1 6 & 17/CWL0TS,BLDGS
1 38-03 & 51 / WF.GL LOT,BLDGS
1 38-06 / NSR LOT
1 38-02 & 52 / WF,GL LOT.BLDGS
1 32-1 5 / WF,M&A LOT 2
1 32-1 4 / WF,M&A LOT 1 ,BLDGS
132-17/M&ALOT4
118-13/WKTYLOT23,SHED
11 3-64 /LTBY LOT L8,BLDG
1 39-04 & 09 / CW LOTS,BLDGS
1 37-42 / SBR LOT.BLDGS
117-16/HLDLOT22
1 10-14/ HLD LOT 279,BLDG
420-28/ RT 123 LOT. BLDGS
1 26-64 & 65 / WF.STN RD LOT.BLDGS
1 26-66 / STN RD LOT
1 26-41 / WF.SHR LOT.BLDGS
106-07 /HLD LOT 31 5.BLDG
420-1 7 /OKCR LOT, BLDG
11 2-01 /HLD LOT 322
1 02-002 & 055 / WF.MER LOT 2.BLDG
1 35-32 / WF.TFD LOT K5,BLDGS
11 3-53 /LTBY LOT L6,BLDGS
11 6-1 6 /HLD LOT 45
101-075 / WF.HLS LOT S54.BLDGS
419-12/CNTYRDLAND
1 34-32 / WF.RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS
107-08/ HLD LOT 209
418-17/MLELOT9B7U1
CUR U TOTAL
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES




ROY, ROGER G & THERESA C,








RUMRILL, FRANCES P &
RUMRILL, FRANCES P &
RUMRILL, ROBERT R
RYDER, DALE, WENDY & DALENE
RYDER, DALE, WENDY & DALENE
RYLANDER, WILLIAM & PATTI
SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H
SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H
SAINT PIERRE, JEAN & JEANETTE
SAITAS, ALEXANDER S & ANNE N
SALESKI, EDMUND J & VIRGINIA L










SAUNDERS, ROBERT M &
SAUNDERS, ROBERT M &
SAWISKI, P PAUL & MARY
SAWYER, BRIAN V.
SAWYER, DAVID A & KATHLEEN
SAWYER, DAVID A & KATHLEEN
SAWYER,PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER, PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER,PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER, TYLOR E. JR.
SAWYER, TYLOR & HEAFEY,
SCANLON, WILIAM J. & JEANNE
SCANLON, WILLIAM J. & JEANNE
SCHELLENS, EDWARD J &
SCHERER, WALTON S &
SCHERER, WALTON S &
SCHERER, WALTON S &
SCHILLEMAT, EDWARD R & RITA
1 25-1 7 / WF.WLKR RD LOT.BLDG
1 37-1 7 / WF.RT 9,GL L0T,BLCX3
1 26-09 / WF,DB LOT,BLDGS
1 35-24 /RT 123 LOT
136-34/ WF.TFD LOT Bl.BLDG
410-07/QUEETSTL0T,BLDG
1 37-76 / RT 9 LOTS
137-77 / RT 9 L0TS,BLDG5
1 37-78 /NSR
41 5-08 TO 11 / BACKLAND OFF CP
415-36/WF,CPLOT
423-02 / CONANT PASTURE, (CE)
423-04 / BACKLD OFF NSR (CE)
415-03 /BACKLD OFF CPR




101-067/ WF,HLS LOT S46,BLDG
110-09/HLDL0T286A,BLD6S
1 10-10 /HLD LOT 285
1 37-63 / NSR LOT,BLDGS
119-11 /SLE LOT B1
1 35-10 & 1 1 / RT 1 23 LOTS.BLDGS
1 35-33 / WF,TFD LOT K4 (ROW)
105-10, 25, 26 / WF,HL LOT,BLDG
112-10/ WF.SNDRS TRK 1 ,BLDGS
1 1 3-67 /HL LOT, BLDG
1 1 2-04 / WF,HLD LOT,BLDG
1 01 -026 TO 029 / WF.HLS SB T0S9,BLDGS
127-07/ AND RDLOT.BLDGS
1 14-12 /SHR LOT, BLDG
11 6-04 /SLE LOT 31
5
1 1 8-53 / HLD LOT 24,25,26 & 27
11 6-05 /HLD LOT 29
116-06 /HLD LOT 28,BLDG
1 01 -68 & 69 / HLS LOTS S47 & S48
11 0-36 /HLD LOT 61
1 1 -084 & 085 / WF.HLS S2 1 2,S2 1 1 .BLDGS
101-1 18 TO 121 /HLS LOTS S311 T0S314
414-06.1 / CPR LAND.BLDGS
41 5-23.1 /WF.CP LOT
415-23.2/ WF,CP LOT
110-37/ HLD LOT 60
110-35 /HLD LOT 62
1 26-49 / WF,ZR LOT,BLDGS
1 26-44 / ZR LOT.BLDG
115-21 /SLE LOT 17
115-01 / SLE LOT 6,BLDG
115-51 /WF.HLDLOT 115B
11 9-08 /HLD LOT 84
1 02-007 & 008 / HLS LOT S75,S76,BLDG
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
SCHIMENZ, ROBERT
SCHLEY, FRED JAY & VERONICA
SCHLEY, FRED JAY & VERONICA
SCOTT, JUDY & NATHAN, ALLEN
SEABURY, KENDALL MICHAEL &
SEAMAN, ROBERT F & KATHRYN
SEAMAN, ROBERT F & KATHRYN
SEAVER, LANNEY R & JUDITH G
SEAVER, LANNEY R & JUDITH G
SECCO, JOHN J & DOROTHY S
SELINES, FELIX E & NATALIE B
SEMSEL, MARY E. ET AL
SERBENT, WALTER F & JANE K
SERBENT, WALTER F & JANE K
SERBENT, WALTER F & JANE K
SEVERENCE, ALFRED T &
SHAKER BROOK HOMES, INC.
SHANK, C EDWARD &
SHARP, RICHARD D & SUSAN P
SHARPE, ROBERT M, III & KAREN
SHATTUCK, FRANZ C.
SHEA, SHAWN C & SUSAN B
SHEPARD, EFFIE G, ETALS
SHEPARD, RUTH
SHIA, WEI LEE & MARY K
SIEGAL, JEFF R & EILEEN B
SILVIA, ANTHONY & MARY M
SIMBOLI, ANTHONY J.













SMALL, JAMES C, JR &
SMALLEY, JON M & GERALDINE M
SMITH, BRUCE M. & NANCY E.
SMITH, CARL J & LINDA B
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, ROBERT A
SMITH, ROSS G, Ml & MARY A
SMITH, SANDRA
113-19/ WF.CARR LOT 7A,BLDGS
104-01 / WF,HL LOT, BLDGS
1 04-02 /WF.HL LOT, BLDGS
113-66/LTBYL0TL6,BLDGS
1 25-02 / SHR LOT, BLDG
1 32-06 / WF.IP LOT,BLDG
1 32-08 / IP LOT
1 1 3-25 & 26 / CARR LOTS 1 2C\D, BLDG
1 1 3-49 / CARR LOTI 3D,BLDG
1 26-20 / WF,RT 123 LOT.BLDGS
117-08/HLDLOr42
1 22-23 / WF.WHTY LOT 6,BLDGS
112-21 / WF.HLD LOT 336
1 1 2-22 /HLD LOT 339
1 1 2-23 / WF.HLD LOT 340,BLDG
418-37/MLEL0T14B4U3
107-06 /HLD LOT 211
421-26/BBRLAND,BLDG
1 22-05 /WhfTY LOT 56
411-11.5/SBAL0T3, BLDG
131-14/RT123LOT
1 28-05 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS
1 27-30 / WF.AND RD PENN.BLDG
408-08 /RT 123 LOT,BLDG
1 13-59 /LTBY LOT LI I.BLCXjS
116-12/HLDLOT49,BLDG
1 22-35 / HL LOT, BLDG
1 36-43 / WF.TFD LOT B7,BLDGS
1 39-14 & 15 /CWLOTS.BLDGS
1 39-18 & 19/CWL0TS,BLDG
1 13-57 /LTBY LOT L4, BLDG
1 11-20/ HLDLOT 131
111-21 /HLD LOT 132
11 1-27/ HLDLOT 158
1 25-03 /ZR LOT
1 26-45 / ZR LOT
1 26-50 / WF,ZR LOT.BLDGS
130-18/WF,DBLOT,BLDG
1 38-36 / SPRaD LOT 3,BLDG
138-38/ SPRaO LOTI,BLDG
1 27-04 / RT 1 23 LOT,BLDGS
1 39-27 & 34 / WF,CW LOTS
1 1 9-24 / WF.JLD LOT 24,BLDG
1 35-09 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS





421-10 / RTS 9/1 23 LOT,BLDGS,MH
1 1 2-05 /WF HLD LOT 324
102-050 & 051 /WF,HLSS68,S69,BLDG
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
SMITH, WILFRED A
SMITH, WILLIAM J & NANCY A
SNOW, DANIEL W.
SOCIETr' FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF
SOUTHWELL HOMES INC.
SPADARO, ANTHONY & ANNETTE
SPAGNULO, ALMA & LAWRENCE,
SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPALLONE, JOHN W & CELESTE G
SPRENKLE, DAVID A. & MARY A.
SPRUCELAND OWNERS ASSOC,
STAATS, ALBERT J & LINA
STACK, ROBERT J & JOAN G
STACK, ROBERT J & JOAN G
STAPLES, STEPHEN G.
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARD & SUSAN
STASIOWSKI, JOHN
STEELE, ROGER L & JANET M
























TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
422-10/RT9BACKLAND
109-02 /HID LOT 297
135-23.1 / RT 1 23 LOT,BLDG
415-07 / BACKLAND OFF CPR
105^3 /WF.CARR LAND
105-47/LTBYLOTL16
404-01 / WILLIAMS FAMILY FOREST
405-05 / CHARLES PEIRCE RES,BLDGS
41 9-03.2;06.1;07.1;07.3/ DANIEL UPTON
411-14.1 / SHR LAND,BLDG
41 5-06 /WF,CP LOT (4/5 INT)
11 6-1 4 /HLD LOT 47
1 04-1 8 / WF.CARR LOT 4A,BLDGS
422-15/RT9LAND,BLDGS
137-16 /WF.GL ACCESS LOT
1 37-81 / RT 9 LOT,BLDGS
116-09 /HLD LOT 53
1 20-39 / HLA PARCEL D
138-39/SPRCLDBACKLOT6
1 26-47 / WF.ZR LOT,SHED
1 27-43 & 44 / WF,AND RD LOT.BLDGS
1 27-45/ AND RD LOT
421 -9.2 /STAPLES LOT 2
1 28-1 7 /RT 123 LOT.BLDGS
135-28/ WF,IP LOT (ROW)
135-13 /RT 123 LOT.BLDG
42 1 -24. 1 / BACKLAND OFF BBR
11 6-23 /HLD LOT 97
1 38-10 /WF,GLLOT,BLDGS
1 25-1 5 / WLKR RD,WATER ACCESS
1 22-28 / WF.WKTY LOTl ,BLDGS
1 28-01 / "CONGREtSATIONAL CHURCH"
1 28-02 / CHURCH LOT, RTl 23
422-1 3 /RT 9 "STORE"
41 3-07 /B/O, GARAGES
41 3-07 & 420-1 9.1,21, 23,24 / ROBB RES.
420-1 5 / RT 9 LOT
420-19.1 /OKCRLAND
420-21 /OKCR LOT
420-23 / OKCR LOT
420-24 / OKCR LOT
1 35-35 / WF,TFD LOT K2,BLDGS
1 35-39 & 40 / TFD LOTS L8A,L9A,BLDG
105-09 /"MARINA LANDING"
110-20 /SLE LOT 93
110-29 /HLD LOT 69 NB
1 10-30 /HLD LOT 68 NB
110-31 /HLD LOT 67 NB
110-32 /HLD LOT 66
11 5-24 /HLD LOT 79
11 5-25 /HLD LOT 78



























STONE, FREDERICK G & MAUDE M
STONE, JANE C.
STONE, MICHAEL SEAN
STONE, THEODORE J & KAROLA
STONOHA, PATRICIA
STRONG, ALLIE B & GERALDINE V
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA S
SULLIVAN, BARTHOLOMEW &
SULLIVAN, HAROLD J & ANTONIA





SWETT, HERBERT & MARY
SYSYN, DAVID A
SZCZURKO, DANIEL J &
SZUMASKI, JOSEPH T & FAY L
TABER, CHRISTIN
TABER, CHRISTIN
TArr, JAY L. & IRENE K.
TAFT, JAY L. & IRENE K.
TARANTINO, GINO &
TARCZAL, BELA & JANICE V
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
117-19/SLELOT326
119-13/SLELOTB4





1 26-22 / RT 1 23,POND ACCESS
126-23/ "FIRE STATDN"
1 27-05 / "TOWN RECYaiNG CW'
127-53 /RT 123 "BOAT LANDING"
1 28-04 / "HISTORICAL SOQETY"
128-10 /"TOWN HALL"
1 29-04 / PARK-GAZEBO
1 29-07 / FIRE POND MEADOW
129-08 /FIRE POND




135-26 /"IP BOAT LANDING"
408-13.1 /LOT OFF QUEEN ST
410-05 / J FAULKNER ELEM. SCHOOL
415-22 /"CP BOAT LANDING"
101-082&083/WF,HLSS214,S213,BLDG
1 37-44 & 62 / WF,GL LOT,BLDGS
1 08-05 /HLD LOT 283A,BLDG
117-10/HLDLOT33
11 2-08 /HLD LOT 327
1 1 -060 / WF,HLS LOT S40,BLDG
116-01 /HLDL0T31
11 6-02 /HLD LOT 30
11 6-08 /HLD LOT 25A
117-09/HLDLOT32,BLDGS
115-16/SLELOT15,BLDG
1 31 -36 & 37 / MRDGH LOTS 23,24, BLDGS
119-15/SLELOTBIIA,BLDG
415-05/ WF,CPLOT,BLDG
102-065 & 066 / WF,HLSS241,S240,BLDG
102-1 12 & 1 13/ HLSL0TSS2 88,8289
104-1 1 & 404-02 / DODGE LAND.BLDGS
1 20-38 / HLA PARCEL C.BLDGS
423-1 3 / RT 9 LOT
101-015/HLSLOTS126
421-32/BACKLAND0FF123
11 5-03 /HLD LOT 82
115-04 /HLD LOT 81
1 36-09 / WF,TFD LOT M4,BLDGS
136-10/ WF.TFD LOT M3
1 1 8-45 &46 / JLD LOT 1
7
1 22-06 / WHTY LOT 28B,BLDGS
1 1 3-02 & 03 / W&H LOTSl 4,1 3,BLDGS
1 1 3-04 / W&H LOT 1
2
1 1 3-05 / W&H LOT 1
1
1 1 3-09 / WF,W&H LOT 1
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
TAYLOR, DONALD W
TAYLOR, JAMES D & SUZANNE M
TAYLOR, TIMOTHY S & EUGENIA
TEDDER, JEAN ODELL; ETALS
TERRILL, JOHN W
TERRY, ROBERT D & LORRAINE D
THAYER, KEVIN R & GALE A
THERIAULT, IRENE B
THERIAULT, IRENE B
THOMAS, EDWARD & LINDA
THOMAS, EDWARD & LINDA
THOMAS, LINDA M
THOMAS, LINDA M
THORNTON, ROLAND M & RUTH B
THURROTT, IRVING J &
TODD, RICHARD J
TOLE FAMILY TRUST
TOMEY, EDWARD J & GARDNER,
TOMPKINSON, RENE' H & ESTHER
TOMPKINSON, RENE' H & ESTHER
TOWNSEND, ROBERT L &
TRACY, DOUGLAS H SR & PEGGY
TRAINA, RICHARD & MARGARET
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREMBINSKI,THEODORE & MARY
TREMBINSKI, THEODORE & MARY
TREMBINSKI, THEODORE & MARY
TREVBEA PRICE TRUST #1 C/O
TREVBEA PRICE TRUST #1 C/O
TRUESDELL, MIRIAM C &
TSEN, MENG CHI & FRANCIS,
TURMAIL, JUDITH P
TURNER, KENNETH B, JR & JOAN
TURNER. MICHAEL L & SOLVEIG
TURNER, MICHAEL L & SOLVEIG





TWING, ELIZABETH - ESTATE
UDE, ARTHUR H & LORRAINE M
UNBEKANT, DONALD E & M
URSINI, IGOR & CAROL ANN
URSO, ROCCO J. & HEIDY E.
USIAK, NANCY
VAILLANCOURT, DAVID
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 02-028 & 029 / HLS LOT S94,S95,BLDG
1 26-69 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS
418-53 /MLE LOT 11 B5U1
102-053 / WF,HLS LOT S71 ,BLDG
1 22-32 & 33 / WF, LOT 27,28,BLDGS
1 14-14 /WF,B&E LOT 5,BLDG
1 1 8-24 / WHTY LOT 36,MH,SHED
113-31 /CARRL0T12B
113-32/CARRL0T12A,BLDGS
1 24-1 9 & 20 / WF,LSU LOTSl 2,1 3,BLDG
1 24-22 /WF,LSU LOT 14
106-08/ HLD LOT 3 14,BLDGS
11 1-09/ HLD LOT 223
131-01 / WF,DB LOT.BLDGS
102-076 TO 079 /WF,HLS
127-15 TO 17/ AND RD LOTS
1 39-01 & 41 / WF, CW LOTS,BLDG
1 27-28 & 29 / WF.AND RD LOTS.BLDGS
104-14/WF,CARRLOT
104-15,16,20,21 /WF.CARR
1 1 9-26 / WF,JLD LOT 22,BLDG
1 1 5-57 / WF,SLE LOT 40,BLDG
41 5-1 6.4 / WF.CGCP LOT 4,BLDGS
1 33-01 ,2,3,4,5; 1 34-44,45;1 36-1 ,2,3,4;
1 33-1 1/WF,TFD LOT D1
134-18/ RT 123 LAND
1 36-1 4 / CRNR DR RN & TRLYN RD LOT
1 36-1 5 / CRNR DR RN & TRLYN RD LOT
1 36-33 & 35 / WF.TFD LOTS Al 2,B9
135-41 TO 43 /TFD LOTS (1/9 IMF)
1 35-48 /WF.TFD LOT L3,BLDG
135-49 /BEACH (1/9 INT)
1 34-35 / WF,RT 1 23 LOT
1 34-37 / WF.TFD LOT J1 5,BLDGS
1 25-07 / WF,ZR LOT,BLDG
129-11 / RT 1 23 LAND.BLDGS
103-16/WF,HLSLOTS801
112-13/ WF,HLD LOT 329,BLDGS
118-59/HLDLOT13,BLDG
11 8-60 /HLD LOT 12
402-02 / LAND-STDDRD/WSHNGTN TL
134-19 / TFD LOT I5,BLDG
1 34-20 / TFD LOT 16, BLDG
1 34-25 / WF,TFD LOT I8A (ROW)




1 03-03 /WF,ATK LOT II
133-22/ WF.TFD LOT Fl
102-035 TO 038 /HLS SI 01 -SI 04, BLDGS







VALE, JOSEPH B. & CHRISTY N.
VAN MALDEN, JOHN C & CAROL S
VAN SCHAICK, JOSEPH P &
VAUGHN, EDGAR L, JR; ETALS
VAUGHN, EDGAR L, JR; ETALS
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE(1/2 INT.
VERNER, MARGARET M
VETOG, ELIZABETH A. & EDWIN J.
VEZEAU, ROBERT
VIGNEAU, CLARENCE W
VITALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &
VITALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &
VOLBERG, ANGELA M
VOLBERG, PETER H
VON SNEIDERN, PETER &
WAGNER, DARRELL A & JOAN A;
WAGNER, DARRELL A & JOAN A;
WAGNER, JOAN A; ETALS
WALKER, EDWIN M & NORMA V
WALKER, KENNETH H & EDNA B,
WALLACE, EDWARD R. & RONALD
WALLACE, EDWARD R & RONALD
WALLACE, JULIA M
WALLACE, RICHARD E & JEAN M
WALLACE, RICHARD E & JEAN M
WALLACE, RONALD A. &




WARD, FRED & PASTORIZA,
WARNER, ROBERT J & SUSAN L
WASHUTA FAMILY TRUST
WASHOTA, JOHN R & DIANE
WASLEY, RICHARD S. &
WATKINS, DONALD L & EILEEN B
WATSON, EARL W & PAULINE N
WATSON, EARL W & PAULINE N
WATSON, RICHARD E,
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WEAVER, DOROTHY E & WALLACE
WEAVER, RICHARD D. & ELLIOTT,
WEAVER, WALLACE R &
WEAVER, WALLACE R &
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
130-01 / RT 123 LAND,BLCX3S io.8
420-09 /LOT OFF RT 9, BLD6 3.3
1 1 3-42 / WF,CARR LOT 1 4, BLDGS 0.7
420-08 / RT 9 LAND n.o
1 20-14.4 /B/P LOT 30.2 2.5
121-02/ WF,MANNTRKI,BLDG 7.5
115-58/WF,SLELOT38/39,BLDG 0.5
1 05-35 /WF,HLLOT,BLDG o.2
105-37&38/WF,CARRPARCI&ll 0.8
1 10-41 /SLE LOT 24 o.9
110-42/SLELOT23 o.9
110-43 /SLE LOT 22 o.9
131-27/ E/SMURDOUGHRD. o.l
129-10 /RT 123 LOT,BLDGS 0.5
119-09/HLDL0T84A,BLDG 1.3
1 34-30 / WF.TFD LOT I4,BLDG 0.6
415-19/WF,CPLOT,BLDG 0.3
1 1 5-54 /WF.HLD LOT 116A 1.3
115-55/WF,SLELOT42,BLDGS 0.3
1 1 9-27 /WF.JLD LOT 21,BLDGS 0.7
1 1 9-29 / WF.JLD LOT 20 0.5
419-11 /CNTYRDLOT,BLDG 5.2
1 24-36 / WF, KIMBALL ISLD.BLGS 2.9
1 24-37 /WF, ISLAND o.l
1 24-33 / WF.LSU LOT 22,BLDG 0.4
1 36-24 /WF.TFD LOT A8,BLDGS 0.3
125-18/WF,WLKRRDLOT,BLDGS 0.4
105-11 /WF,HL LOT 0.2
106-21 /WF,HLDLOT,BLDG 3.0
420-14 /RT 9 LAND 27.0
105-15/ WF,HLLOT,BLDGS 0.3
105-18/ HL LOT 0.2
1 04-22 &23 / WF,CARR LOTS 1 ,2,BLDGS 0.5
105-14/ WF,HLLOT,BLDGS 0.3
1 27-46 /WF,ANDRDLOT,BLDG 0.4
11 5-27 /SLE LOT 61 0.5
1 36-36 /TFD LOT BIO.BLDGS 0.6
421-12 /RT 123 LAND 83.9
108-21 /HLD LOT 251,BLDG 2.9
1 1 5-43 & 44 / WF.SLE LOTS 55,56,BLDG 1 .1
421 -03 /GRAY LOT 3, BLDGS 14.8
114-03/ WF.TLMN LOT 3,BLDGS 1.8
106-03 /HLD LOT 31 8, BLDG 3.2
102-061 & 062 / WF.HLS S245,S244,BLDG 0.4
102-1 14 & 115/ HLSLOTSS290,S291 0.4
1 1 -072 & 073 / WF,HLS S5 1 ,S52,BLDGS 0.8
418-110/MLELOT8B2U2 0.2
418-111 /MLELOT7B2U2,MH 0.2
408-27 / RTE 1 23 LOT,BLDG 0.9
408-20 / RT 1 23 LOT.BLDGS 0.5
1 30-10 /WF,OFR LOT 1.0




TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
WEBBER, GLENN & TAMARA
WEBER, MICHAEL A.(1/2 INT. W/
WEEMS, GERALD L & MARJORIE
WEGIEL, HENRY W & MARY S
WELCH, EDNA F.
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED
WELCH, EDNA F. & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED
WELLS, GLYNN C & PATRICIA J




WERNINGER, RALPH L & MARCIA
WEST, ELIJAH J
WESTON, WILLIAM, JR
WETMORE, GEORGIA T &
WHEELER, JOHN L
WHEELER, RICHARD K & THEO C
WHELIHAN, AUSTIN R.B.
WHITCOMB, ARTHUR CONST CO,
WHITCOMB, ARTHUR CONST CO,
WHITE, BARRIE, JR C/0 JOHN S.
WHITE, BARRIE, JR C/0 JOHN S.
WHITE, BARRIE, JR C/0 JOHN S.
WHITE, QUENTIN & RITTA
WHITE, REGINALD A & HAZEL L
WHITE, TIMOTHY & CHVATAL,
WHITNEY, DONALD A, JR &
WHITNEY, DONALD A, JR &
WHITNEY, RICHARD & SHERMAN
WHITTEN, JANE A.
WHITTLE, MARY AGNES
WICHLAND, DAVID P &
WICHLAND, DAVID P &
WIERENGA, RUTH C.
WILCZAK, JOHN J. & VIVIAN S.
WILDER, ALDEN E & ELIZABETH I
WILLARD, WILLIAM H




WILLIAMS, MARK & NINA
WILLIAMS, RODNEY
WILLIAMS, RODNEY & GARNETT,
WILLIAMS, THURSTON V, ESTATE
WILLIAMS, THURSTON V, ESTATE
WILLISTON, HAMLIN L &
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
414-07.7/ CPW LOT 7,BLDG
131-27/ MRDGH LOT 1 5,BLDGS
110-19/SLELar94








1 35-30 & 31 / WF.TFD LOTS K6,K7,BLDG
421-02/GRAYL0T2,BLDGS
105-20,21 & 28 / HL LOTS, BLDG
105-29 /CARR LOT 1
106-19/WF,HLDLOT,BLDGS
1 37-80 / RT 9 LOT
421 -29 /BACKLAND OFF RT 123
421 -30 /BACKLAND OFF 123
1 37-03 / WF,RT 9,GL LOT,BLDG
1 38-28 & 29 / WF.GL LOT,BLDGS
1 33-1 9 / WF,TFD LOT E2,BLDGS
113-52/LOTBLDGS
1 1 1-10 /SLE LOT 153
111-11 /SLE LOT 86
422-25 / RT 9 LOT
423-10 /BACKLAND OFF RT 9
423-11 /RT9LAND
417-01 / BOULDER RD U\ND
125-06/ WF,ZRLOT,BLDGS
1 02-054 / WF,MER LOT 1
1 03-09 /WF,HLS LOT S503
1 03-1 / WF,HLS LOT S504,BLDGS
405-01 .2 / LAND OFF CHALET DR,BLDGS
129-14.1 /RT 123LOT,BLDGS
1 27-23 / WF.AND RD LOT,BLDGS
1 37-04 / WF,RT 9,GL LOTBLDGS
1 37-05 /WF.GL ACCESS LOT
124-23/ WF.LSU LOT 15,BLDG
126-35/ OAR LOT,BLDGS
1 02-052 / WF,HLS LOT S70,BLDG
413-05 /OAR LAND, BLDG
1 37-88 / RT 9 LOT,BLDGS
137-1 4 /WF.GL ACCESS LOT
137-1 5 /WF,GL ACCESS LOT
423-16 /SOUTH ST LOT
422-27 28 & 29 / SOUTH ST LD, BLDGS
420-22 /OKCR LAND, BLDGS
421-11.1 /RT 123LOT,BLDGS
403-03 /W/SHL( 1/2 INT)
403-05 / LAND-S/S WASHINGTON TL
112-11/ WF,JONES ISLD,BLDGS
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
WILLISTON, HAMLIN L &




WILSON, JAMES D & MARYANN
WILSON, JAMES D & MARYANN
WILSON, RICHARD F, JR &
WILSON, RICHARD F& MONE,
WILSON, STEVEN K.
WIXON, BRUCE C & JOYCE A
WOISLAW, WILLIAM A & LINDA L
WOISLAW, WILLIAM A & LINDA L
WOLLAEGER, JOHN K. & MICHAEL
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, JAMES C & MARTHA C
WOOD, RITA A











WRIGHT, LAWRENCE B &
WRIGHT, MICHAEL H & OLSON,
WRIGHT, ROBERT & FEDA C
WYMAN, MARTHA J & BAILEY
YANKOVICH, DON; TRUSTEE FOR
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES
YOCONO, THOMAS F, SR
YORK, CURTIS & KATHLEEN
YOUNG, CHRISTIE E.




ZEAMANS, ROBERT H &
ZELLER, ANN B.
ZELLER, ANN B.
ZIARNOWSKI, DAVID M & LINDA
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
112-12/ WF,SNDRS TRK 2,BLDGS
103-02/WF,ATKLOT1,BLD6
125-21 / WF,HL PENNINSULA
41 8-102 /MLE LOT 4B3U2
418-103 /MLE LOT 5B3U2
1 1 -088 TO 090 / WF,HLS S206-S208,BLDG
101-1 14 & 1 1 5 / HLS LOTS S307,S308
1 14-10 /SHRLOT
10S-46/LTBYL0TL17, BLDGS
1 25-20 / WF.WLKR RD LOT
1 37-45 & 61 / WF,GL LOT,BLDGS
1 1 3-23 & 28 / CARR LOTS 1 OC\D,BLDG
1 1 3-24 & 27 / CARR LOTS 1 1 C/D
1 38-07 / WF,GL LOT.BLDGS
1 38-05 / WF,GL LOT,BLDG
1 38-48 / NSR LOT
1 38-49 / NSR LOT
1 38-50 / BACKLOT
129-01 /MSR LOT.BLDGS
1 29-03 /MSR LOT
1 35-27 / WF,TFD LOT K8,BLDGS
410-02.1 / CPR LAND, BLDG
118-25/WHTYLOT37,BLDG
137-41 / SBR LOT,BLDGS
126-71 / WF,HL LOT,BLDGS
1 39-22, 23, 39 / WF.CW LOTS.BLDGS
1 39^0 / WF,GL ACCESS
416-08/ BACKLAND
1 1 7-25 /HLD LOT 57, BLDGS
134-01 /RT 123 LOT
1 34-36 / IP LOT (ROW)
1 35-25 /RT1 23 LOTBLDG
137-01 /WF,RT9GLL0T
1 37-02 / WF,RT 9,GL LOT
1 26-73 /WF,RT1 23 LOT.BLDG
1 26-38 / SHR LOT.BLDGS
1 37-26 / WF.GL LOTBLDGS
137-71 /OFF NSR LOT
121-21.1 /CGHLL0T2
1 38-25 & 32 / WF,GL LOT,BLDGS
423-03 / BACKLAND OFF NSR
1 38-35 / SPRaD LOT 4,BLDGS
135-1 5 & 16 /RT 123 LOTS,BLDG
1 26-06 / WF,DB LOT,BLDGS
in -23 /HLD LOT 154
11 8-38 /HLD LOT 11
120-1 2 /WF.FR LOTS.BLDGS
126-05/ WF,DBLOT,BLDGS
403-02 / MINNOTT SURVEY (1/5 INT)
126-16 /RT 123 LOT
126-17/RT123LOT,BLDGS
424-08 / ARKWD LOT 1
1
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
CUR U
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRrPTION ACRES ACRES
ZINN, FREDERICK A 1 25-09 / WF,HL LOT.BLDGS 1.8
ZSCHAU, LEO F & ELIZABETH M 1 02-060 / WF.HLS LOT S246,BLDGS 0.4
TOTAL
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN PROPERTY DESCRIPTIONS:
DEVELOPMENTS: ROADS:
ATK




